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ABSTRACT

PROJECT REPORT
The Imaginary Invalid
RICHLAND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Directed by
Dawn Gordon Schoepflin
November 2004

This project entailed the selection, background research and
documentation, casting, direction, and post-production analysis
of Richland High School's production of Moliere's The Imaginary
Invalid.

Documentation includes research and analysis of the

play, its music, and an evaluation of the play as a production
vehicle for the department of Richland High School.
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(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR
\
GRADUATE HANDBOOK)
SCRIPT TITLE
Moliere's The Imaginary Invalid

PLAYWRIGHT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/composer] Jean-Pierre Mollere, translated by Mildred Marmur
NUMBER OF ACTS
3
APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TME
2
HOURS
O MIN.

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MEN_ _~19___

WOMEN_ _ _ 9_ _ CHILDREN_ _ _
1 _ _0VER40_ _-4_ __

ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR_ _ _
O_ _ _ ROLES COULD DOUBLE_1.,_;:6'---TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST

12-15

OTHER CASTING CONCERNS:
A small girl could play the child. All over 40 roles will be played by students. The parts in the musical
interludes need to be able to sing. Minimal dancing required of some roles.

ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea)
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

X

DANCECHOREOGRAPHER

X

FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER
DIALECT COACH_ __
SPECIAL TY HIRE
X
(specify what kind) Composer
ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size)_ __ 3_-5~M~u-si~ci=a~ns______
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? Ifso, which?
Music Director, Possibly Dance Choreographer.
Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above? Ifso, which?
Guest artist will compose the music for the musical interludes.

SCENERY/PROPS

(check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)

UNIT SET? YES~CIRCLE ONE) NUMBER OF SETTINGS_ _2_ _
HISTORICAL PERIOD_--=
La=t=e~1~6~00""-'----s_ __ __ GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION_ __,_
F~ra=n~ce______
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
Doors. A place for a piano.
Due to constraints on the performance space, the set needs to be able to be stored in the wings, or put
up just one week before production .
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS_ --=-30"-------_ _PERIOD Late 1600's
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS?@No (CIRCLE ONE) DESCRIBE:
An assortment of bottles and other medicine containers.
WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY
N/A
DESCRIBE:

COSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR nns PLAY OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY)

- -1 - --

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER

HISTORICAL PERIOD_ - "L=a=te.:._:..1.:..60:..:0::....'=
s - - - - - - - - -SEASON_ _S
~ p~r-in~g- - - - - - - -

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
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Period costumes will be borrowed or rented.
Multiple robes for doctors in the Finale. Bedclothes for Argan. Theatrical costuming for characters in the
musical interludes.
f-

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT
HAVE YOU SEEN TIIlS SCRIPT PRODUCED? YES@CIRCLE ONE)
HAVE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR JNVOLVEMENT IN THE
PRODUCTION:
I have never been involved with this production before. My first connection with it was reading it
for my Analysis and Criticism class in the summer of 2003
WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT?
In the four years that I have supervised the drama program, Richland High has not done a
classical play as a main-stage production. I feel this will be a needed challenge for my students,
and it will provide a valuable learning experience.
WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL?
Until 2003, there was no drama class solely devoted to actor/performance training .
Due to scheduling constraints in the auditorium, a set cannot remain on stage for an extended
period of time.
Parent help is very limited. I am usually the only adult working with these kids.
PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER
ANDATTACH.
PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE SCRIPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW.
SUBMITTED BY: Dawn Schoepflin
.
DATE SUBMITTED:
May 27. 2004

i.:
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Performance Dates and Parameters
Richland High School Drama department will produce Moliere's The Imaginary
Invalid on November 11, 12 and 13, 2004 in the Richland High School auditorium. The
production will be entirely funded by the Drama Club. The budget has been set at $2,000,
subject to change by the approval of club members.
Unlike the school's musicals, which provide for three paid positions, the fall
production only staffs one director and the auditorium technical staff. The auditorium
technicians are responsible for the lighting design, hanging and focusing instruments,
running lights and sound during the production and dress rehearsal, and hanging any
scenery and curtains. I have had very little success in recruiting parents to do any
substantial amount of work on shows. The good ones are few and far between, so I've
learned not to count on them.
The Richland High School auditorium is an 1800 seat facility on the Richland
High campus. The stage is very large, measuring 56 feet across the proscenium and 44
feet deep. Despite its large stage, it does not have a flyloft. Scenery can be hung on
battens above the stage, but they can not be flown out. The light board and electrical
system in the facility has recently been updated, but the sound system is over 20 years
old.
Because of the size of the auditorium, it is in great demand for use by community
and school groups. Generally, set pieces cannot remain on stage for longer than two
weeks. They must be put together late in the production schedule, or be able to be moved
and stored in the wings. The drama department must share the stage with Richland
High's music department. There is a concert already scheduled in the auditorium the
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week prior to dress rehearsal, on October 28. School events get priority on the schedule,
and the community can schedule events beginning May 31st_ As long as the facility is
open, anyone can reserve it up to a week before the event. This often causes "surprises"
and conflicts with drama rehearsals.
The student body of Richland High School offers a wide range of casting
possibilities. Many actors in shows come back to audition again and again, giving the
drama department the advantage of many experienced veteran actors. The music program
is also very strong. RHS buses in students from the high school across town for its string
program. The choral program is very large, and the Musical Theater Production class, in
its second year, is extremely popular. However, until 2003, Richland High did not have a
formal class for training actors. The drama class was offered for an English credit, and
time in the class was divided between academic work, and performance time. As a result,
our current actors have had very little training other than being in the school plays.

RICHLAND HIGH ~CHOOL
~JO Lon~ Avenue, Ricllanl, Waslin~lon ~~n1, none: IO~-Ho-1111, rAX: I0~-~4J -1Jn

May 12, 2004

To Whom It May Concern:

As part of her Master's Thesis Project, Dawn Schoepflin is producing Moliere's The
Imaginary Invalid at the Richland High School in the fall of 2004. The auditorium has
been reserved for November 11, 12 and 13. She will be using Richland High School
students and drama club budget. As the principal and supervising authority of Richland
High, I am aware of this situation, and I am giving Mrs. Schoepflin permission to
produce this show.

Sincerely,

Steve Neill
Principal, Richland High School
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Evaluation of the play as a production vehicle at Richland High School
Every school producing drama has its limitations. Richland High School is no
exception. I have become adept at troubleshooting problems and finding creative
solutions. Solving some of these problems will provide a unique experience for my
students. For instance, in order to accommodate scheduling of the facility, this show (like
most of our other shows) will be performed for only one weekend. Because of the
schedule and the fact that this is a period piece, most of the costumes will be rented. A
backdrop for the set will also be rented. This will cut down on space issues when outside
groups or the music department uses the stage, and since this is a single interior unit set,
it can remain up throughout the play. A large backdrop helps to visually fill the large
stage without taking up a lot of space on the stage itself. To give all the actors a good
foundation in this style of theater, there will be an extra week ofrehearsal added to the
schedule. This first week of rehearsal will be spent on vocal and physical work.
Appropriateness for the audience, actors, and venue
Given the high student interest in the Musical Theater Production class and the
high audience attendance at our school's musicals, it seems only natural to produce the
translation of this play that kept the musical interludes. These interludes will also utilize
singers and musicians from the school's strong music program. Since this translation is
not written in verse, it is more accessible for actors who have not had the benefit of a
formal drama class devoted to actor training.
Justification
Producing a play from a particular historical period gives actors and audiences
alike a unique opportunity to get a glimpse into the past. Actors learn to move in period
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clothing, and to adopt a style of speaking that is more formal than modem speech. It
requires them to be specific, both vocally and physically. They must create the strong,
exaggerated physical life for the characters that this type of farce relies on. Being able to
explore commedja dell arte, an art form of the past, gives actors an understanding of the
roots of modem day comedy. In short, performing this type of period play is essential for
an actor's training; the entire process becomes a learning experience. Audiences don't get
to enjoy the process, but the product should be a rich theatrical experience for them as
well. Farce relies on stereotypes, which are easily recognizable to any generation.
Because they are easily recognized, they are also readily enjoyed. Allowing audiences to
see the problems of the past thematically ties up the production package into a neat,
universally recognized bow.
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Concept Statement
Moliere's Imaginary Invalid uses stock characters influenced by Italian
renaissance comedy to portray the story of a hypochondriac seeking to control not only
his own health and recovery, but also the lives of his family. Even though the play largely
pokes fun at the medical profession, at the heart of the play there is a sense of
desperation, partially masked, but at the same time enhanced by the farcical comedy. At
the time of its perf01mance, Moliere was gravely ill with tuberculosis. Seventeenth
century medicine could only offer superficial, ineffectual treatments for his condition.
The play, which would be his last, seems to be his final attempt to come to grips with his
frustration with the doctors who could not cure him, and his own inevitable death.
Moliere himself played the lead, the invalid who, the more he seeks to maintain control,
the more he finds it slipping away. It was during the final scene of this play that Moliere
began hemorrhaging and coughing up blood. He finished the show, but died several hours
later in his home (Lester 1).
The production of the last play of a great playwright, especially one with
autobiographical undertones, takes on a sense of greater importance. It seems fitting,
therefore, to produce the play as a snapshot of history, not necessarily of the real world at
the time, but rather the world of the theater. In particular, it will pay homage to the
theater career of Moliere, from good times to bad. The target year will be Paris, 1673, the
date of the final production and Moliere's death. Moliere and his troupe were heavily
influenced by the Italian theatrical form called com.media de1J 'arte. Therefore, the
characters will be derived from commedia stock characters. Because of the absurdity of
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the characters and situations, the set and costumes will not be historically perfect, but
rather theatrically representational.
Moliere's original script contained two distinctly different elements. The first is
the stage play, which tells the story of Argan and his family. This is as close as we get to
"reality". Interspersed through the stage play are three musical interludes which provide a
diversion from the main story. These musical interludes mix dialogue and singing for a
comedic effect that borders on the ridiculous. The ending of the play culminates in a
Finale, where the stage play and musical interludes seem to collide. Thus "reality"
becomes ridiculous, and vice versa.
When Moliere declined to follow in his father's footsteps to become the
upholsterer to the king, he decided to become an actor instead. In the early years, his
troupe struggled to make ends meet, and had to travel constantly to earn their keep,
performing improvised plays in the style of commed:ia dell' arte (Jacobus 431 ). The
musical interludes will reflect these years of hardship, using more theatrical, piecemeal
costumes, and minimal scenery. At the time ofMoliere's death in 1673, the troupe had
earned the respect and patronage of Louis XIV. The troupe was performing Moliere's
plays, they had a permanent stage, and costumes and scenery were much more elaborate.
The stage play portion of this show will reflect the "better times" for the players, under
the auspices of the Sun King. The costumes will look more like the standard dress for that
period, and the props and scenery will be more elaborate.
There is only one interior location in the stage play, which is Argan's sitting
room. A large backdrop hung upstage will depict the gaudy finery of an upper-class home
at the time of Louis XIV. The two most important set pieces will be centrally located, and
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serve to focus the audience's attention on the condition of the invalid. These are the
oversized daybed where Argan spends most of the play, and the large medicine cabinet,
or collection of bottles of all imaginable shapes and sizes, presumably containing potions
and remedies for the patient. In contrast to the "reality" of the stage play, the musical
interludes will have virtually no scenery, after the fashion of commedia performances in
the early 1ih century (Commedia 1). The main curtain will be drawn, and the action will
take place on the apron.
The costumes for the main story stage play are to be close to the fashion of the
1670's in France, but with hints of the commedia dell'arte characters from which they
came. Argan will wear a lavish robe, or bedclothes of the period. Because his character is
derived from the commedia character, Pantalone, he may wear the red stocking cap or red
undergarments that were traditional of the role (Commedia 1). His character should look
well-positioned in society, but at the same time he should seem pathetic, wearing his
sleeping garments while everyone else is formally dressed. As the character based on the
primo amoroso, or female inamorata, Angelique should be the most beautifully and
modestly dressed. Doctor Diaphorus should resemble the character 11 Dottore, wearing a
dark colored costume with a scholarly robe. As the zanni, or mischievous servant
character, Toinette should be dressed several classes below her masters. Her hair and
costume should look more saucy and loose than her modest mistress, Angelique.
At the end of the play, when the story of Argan in a sense becomes a ridiculous
musical interlude, there will be no attempt made to disguise the fact that these are all
actors previously seen in ~he stage play or interludes, who have merely put on black
academic robes to facilitate Argan's illusions. Rather than curing Argan's illness, or his
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hypochondria, the characters are carrying out the charade of a ceremony that will allow
Argan to perpetuate his fantasy. Rather than ending the insanity, it goes on. There will be
one interesting addition to the drama, however. At a certain point in the finale (perhaps
the very same moment Moliere had the coughing fit that started the hemorrhage that later
resulted in his death) the actor playing Moliere will have a similar fit. The dancing and
singing will stop, as all the characters react as though perhaps they were wrong, perhaps
Argan really is a very sick man. But a moment later, Argan shrugs off the coughing fit,
and the music and dancing resume. Up until that moment, all the characters, including
Argan himself, have behaved in such a way that makes Argan's illness seem as though it
is entirely in his head. This one moment casts doubt on that assumption, and brings out
what Moliere wanted people to know all along-that he was sick, and the medicine of the
time could not help him. It emphasizes that the geme is not merely farce, but subtle
satire.
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Given Circumstances
In the stage directions, Moliere states that The Imaginary Invalid takes place in
Paris. Other than that, he does not make specific reference to the time, date, or season.
Appropriate costumes for winter or spring are not specified by the characters or the
playwright. The only reference to the weather is made in the first act, when Beline tells
Argan to cover up his ears, because if his ears get cold, he will become even more sick
(52). Because of the underlying satire of seventeenth century medicine, it seems
reasonable to assume that Moliere intended the play for his contemporary audience.
Moliere wrote the play in 1673, and had completed the fourth performance of it on the
day of his death on February 1J1h. I have chosen this date and time period for my
production.
Economic Environment
The play takes place in Argan's sitting room. He is attended by his servant,
Toinette. His daughter, Angelique, has a private music teacher. Argan keeps large amount
of gold coins and bank notes at his house. These circumstances, which are given through
the dialogue and action of the play, portray Argan as a fairly well-to-do man for his time.
Argan's ability to balance his doctor bills was a specialized skill for this era, leading
some scholars to surmise that he might be a financier (Gaines, Social 215-217). However,
he is not a member of the nobility, because Monseiur Diafoirus states in Act II that he
does not want to secure a court appointment for his son since he is uneasy about
practicing on the nobility "because they always insist on being cured" (68). Since Argan
is being treated by Diaphoirus (among others), and he does not insist on being cured, it
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follows that he is not nobility. It is commonly assumed that he is a member of the
bourgeois class.
Under the reign of Louis XIV, the socio-economic structure of France had
changed, especially for the nobility. Most noblemen lived at court year round, and rarely
held administrative offices. Life at court was lavish, but it was also very dull. The
nobility was not allowed to participate in trade or finance. The only thing nobles had to
look forward to was a war, when they could rush home and organize their human
resources for battle. Most of these resources consisted of sharecroppers or metayers who
farmed the nobles' lands and gave them a portion of the profit, as well as "feudal services
and dues." King Louis relied on the middle class for the day-to-day operation of
government. Because the middle class earned its position by social climbing, they
completely supported the absolute rule of the King. Assured of their loyalty, Louis could
take the local government control "out of the hands of irresponsible nobles" and place it
in the hands of his supporters. In this way, "municipal elections were manipulated to
produce mayors satisfactory to the King." The peasant class was left at the mercy of
seigneurs, officials who managed the estates of the nobility by maintaining order, justice,
and charity (Durant 15-17).
Political environment
Very little is stated about the political environment in which these characters find
themselves. The only time the outside political world seems to influence the lives of our
characters is when Beline brings in her notary to help create Argan's new will, in which
she would be the sole beneficiary. The notary explains that it is against Common Law,
and since written law does not prevail in Paris, Argan can only give a gift to his spouse
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while he is alive, unless he has surviving children, which he does. Then, his only recourse
is to leave all his money to a friend of his wife, and the friend would pass it on to her.
This appears to be not a true interpretation of the law, but rather a political device
designed to gull Argan into giving away his money to his wife's lover.
The Catholic church, which was a major political force in France at this time,
disapproved of the theater, and condemned it as "an enemy to public morals." Actors
were considered second-class citizens, and could not be married or buried in the church
unless they recanted their profession. This did not stop people from going to the theater,
however. Cardinal Richelieu and Pope Leo X, believed that the best way of keeping
theater within acceptable standards was to "patronize the best rather than condemn all."
In this way, the church, through the king, would have an influence over which plays
could be performed (104).
Indeed, the court of King Louis XN did have a great deal of influence over the
theater at the time. The king was an avid fan of theater in any form. Dressed in lavish
costumes, he often participated in ballets at court. Impressed with his own importance, he
used theater as a means to make an impact on his subjects, since "art gave a visual reality
to grand concepts." King Louis staged a display in which he and his nobles paraded on
horseback as Roman, Persian, and Indian troops. The purpose of the display was to
"create awe and delight by the massing of gorgeously dressed riders and soldiers in
skillful evolutions on the field." It was Louis' court that embraced Moliere and his
troupe, "whose trade was to create superior theater" (Walker 19-20).
Social environment
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By the seventeenth century, class structure in France had changed from the
medieval system of societe d'ordres, which consisted of three categories: the clergy, the
nobility, and the common people. A system of societe d'etats, which divided the nobility
and upper classes, or bourgeois, into several categories of offices based on their closeness
to the king and the ability to buy their way into higher positions. Royal officers were at
the top, followed by merchants, and then artisans. James F. Gaines (in his book, Social
Structures :in Moliere's Theater) explains how Argan could get away with not working:
The bourgeois officiers ... which included magistrates of the sovereign
courts and parliaments, was paralleled by another body of "bourgeois
living nobly"-that is, those who had retired from active commerce to live
off income from investments in anticipation of furthering their families'
social ascension through advantageous marriages or the acquisition of
offices. (6)
It would appear that Argan and his family best fits into this category of the bourgoisie.

Along with the bourgeois class, the lower class was also stratified into categories.
These divisions included laborers, apprentices, and servants. For men, lackeys were at the
bottom of the socioeconomic ladder, followed by valets, and then coachmen. For women,
the maids, or servants, were at the bottom, doing the household drudgery work such as
emptying chamber pots and scrubbing floors. The suivante took care of a single mistress
and was responsible for her dress and hygiene. Because the suivante was in contact with
her mistress' higher-class friends, she was expected to be well-versed in matters of
fashion and etiquette, and she was allowed to have better clothes and living conditions
(30-33). Toinette fits into this category of the serving class.
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The doctors in seventeenth century France held their own rung in the ladder of the
bourgeois offices. They were instantly recognizable by their use of jargons, along with
other "liberal professions" such as lawyers and scholars: "These groups were set apart by
their uniforms and by their association with the taboo areas of death, courts, and schools,
which were shrouded in the mysteries of Latin. This fact suggests that Moliere may have
been tapping an unseen but powerful reservoir of primitive, superstitious resentment in
his culture" (41). It is important to remember that medical science had not advanced very
far. Doctors relied on treatments such as enemas and bleedings to treat patients. An
'emetic wine' was a popular purgative used since the sixteenth century. It was made from
antimony, which is known today to be extremely toxic (Howarth 186). Even when
important discoveries were made, such as the circulation of the blood, some members of
the faculty of medicine refused to believe it, and they would not use the new knowledge
to benefit their patients (Bermel, Genius 67).
The bourgeois class to which Argan and his family apparently belong had strict
expectations about their behavior placed upon them by society. Outward appearances
were all-important in this society. Each social stratum needed to know how to interact
with the other. If someone stepped outside the bounds of their expected behavior, it was
almost as though society itself were in peril. By withdrawing into the selfish indulgence
of constant doctor visits, and treatments primarily in the form of enemas, Argan is
neglecting his role as pere de famille, or "father of the family" (Gaines, Social 214). The
bourgeois class was expected to be social climbers, advancing in office, and planning and
scheming to ascend to nobility. Gaines asserts:
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Money alone was not enough to fulfill such a program of betterment, for
the changes required several generations, with great attention to marriages
that would consolidate capital in dowries, match daughters with superior
families that could be powerful allies, and produce heirs capable of
carrying on the ascent through the hierarchy. (Social 7)
Argan is disregarding everyone's interests but his own when he tries to make a match
between the bumbling oaf doctor, Thomas Diafoirus, and his daughter, Angelique. This
match offered the family no path to nobility. Doctors were not held in high favor at court.
They were aware that the ruling body could realize their fraudulent practices, and bring
them to justice (222). Monsieur Diafoirus makes reference to this danger in Act II. By
denying his daughter a suitable match and dowry, Argan is neglecting his basic duty as a
father according to the socioeconomic codes of the time.
The relationship between servant and master is addressed in the play through the
interaction between Argan and Toinette. According to social code of the time, servants
were entirely vulnerable to the whims of their masters and mistresses. They could be
beaten with fists or sticks for any reason. Fortunately, it was not honorable to draw a
sword against a servant. Occasionally, impertinent servants would not be punished, but
there were several cases of servants being maimed or killed by their masters. A suivante
like Toinette was slightly elevated in status and had some protection from physical abuse
by her master or mistress. But all servants were still viewed as part of the estate, and
entirely at the mercy of their employers (32-33). Despite this tradition, it is established
immediately in the first act that Argan has no real control over Toinette, even though he
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verbally abuses her. When he tries to run after her to beat her, he can't catch her. Unlike
the social convention of the time, Toinette seems to have the real power.
Religious Environment
Conventional religion does not seem to play a part at all in this play. Argan seems
to have created his own religion in the worship of his doctors, and he faithfully follows
their orders to the letter. As in Tartuffe , where Organ felt that money would be the key to
his spiritual salvation, Argan seems to think that ifhe receives more treatments, he will
be physically saved (Gaines, Encyclopedia 220).
The dominant religion in France at the time was Catholicism. In fact, the Church
"still rivaled the state as a pillar of society and power, for it was through hope [for
salvation] that men submitted patiently to labor, law, and war" (Durant 46). The influence
of the church did not allow for dissenting religious views. Public policy prevented
discrimination against the Protestant Huguenots in France, but their persecution was
widespread nonetheless. The time of Louis XIV was "an age of strict manners and loose
morals" (27). As the Jesuits gained more authority in France, they brought with them the
science of casuistry, which supported a more lax interpretation of moral law. Casuists
argued that, "allowances should be made for human nature, for environmental influences,
for ignorance of the law, for extreme hardship of literal compliance, for the semi-insanity
of transports of passion, and for any circumstances that hindered the freedom of the will"
(47). In other words, the interpretation of sin ceased to be black and white, and was left
up to the confessor to interpret the moral implications. A sin wasn't truly a sin unless
there was a "conscious and voluntary departure from the moral law" (48).
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Previous Action
•

Argan has taken many enemas and treatments from M. Purgon and M. Fleurant

•

Angelique met Cleante six days ago, and they have fallen in love.

•

Toinette has had to listen to Angelique talk about her new love for six days.

•

Cleante said he loved Angelique, and wrote to her saying that he was planning to
ask her father for her hand in marriage.

•

Argan has made arrangements with M. Purgon for his nephew to marry
Angelique.

•

Behne wants to send Louison and Angelique to a convent.

•

Argan has asked Beline to send Toinette out of the house.

•

Angelique's parents keep her locked up and unable to leave or speak to anyone.

•

Angelique met Cleante at the theater only because her old aunt invited her out.

•

Presumably, Argan's first wife, the mother ofLouison and Angelique, died. He
married Beline.

•

Purgon makes 8,000 pounds a year and has chosen Thomas Diaforus as his heir if
he marries Angelique.

•

Argan has promised to make a will to show his appreciation for Behne.

•

Argan has asked Beline to talk to her notary about the will.

•

Bonnefoy was told about the will and Argan's plans.

•

Argan is keeping 20,000 gold pieces and two notes for large sums of money
behind a panel in the wall.

•

Angelique's music teacher allowed Cleante to come to the house in his name.
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•

Thomas Diaforus has memorized speeches to give to his fiancee and future inlaws.

•

Thomas Diaforus has written papers denouncing the theory of blood circulation.

•

Argan has told his younger daughter to spy on her older sister and report back to
him.
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Analysis of Dialogue
The Imaginary Invalid, Moliere's final work, is a three act play written in prose.
In his later years, Moliere often departed from his usual style of writing five act plays in
Alexandrine verse. Hallam Walker writes:
The comedy is in prose, but by now we perceive that the true poetry of his
theater is not dependent upon the use of Alexandrine verses but rather
upon the poetic expressiveness with which the various parts are used in
relation to each other and to the whole effect. The production of symbolic
sense by all means at the command of the dramatist is the touchstone for
judgment of the poetic worth. (169)
Despite not using heightened language, Moliere carefully constructs his play to support
the comedic intent and copy the Italian style of comedy. But while Italian actors carried
the burden of using improvisation to set the brisk tempo for the action and gestures,
Moliere wrote these patterns into his dialogues. According to Walker:
The speeches composed by the playwright govern the physical business to
be carried out by the actors, nor does the action depend upon stage
directions, as is the common practice in modem theater. Moliere's
innovation was to develop a total integration of word and gesture,
embodying the latter unmistakably in the sense of the speeches. (23)
Much of what Moliere learned about comedy in his early years came from the
Italian theater form commedia dell'arte. He took the tone and tempo from this improvised
art form, and set it into the language. His "comedies are full of patter, give-and take
dialogue, and repetition. The cumulative effect is a delightful impression of
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gratuitousness; the action bounces along on its own momentum, pulsating in harmony
with the internal rhythms of each scene, bringing together in poetic coherence word,
song, and sight" (Knutson 104).
Moliere also pays close attention to the choice of his words in this play. When
Argan tries to postpone his enema, the outraged Monsieur Fleurant references the
"ordonnances de la medecine". The word "ordonnance" means more than just
"prescription." It has connotations of being a commandment. Fleurant essentially accuses
Argan of committing treason against the Faculty of Medicine (Mander 196). One scholar
uncovered another interesting word choice in the form of an obscenity in Beralde's insult
of Monsieur Fleurant. Translated, Beralde's original words were: "Come, sir, come, we
can well see that you are accustomed to speak only to arses. (I beg pardon, my lord, if I
allow the word to escape my lips: I say this only the better to have it condemned)"
(McCarthy 178). Moliere's audiences of the time valued utmost civility and refinement,
and to avoid further criticism, Moliere changed the line.
One peculiar characteristic that is found in the original French occurs during
Argan's and Monsieur Diafoirus' greeting of one another. Even though they are speaking
separate thoughts, when spoken in tum, they appear to be completing each other's
sentences. "The compliments ofDiafoirus are 'completed' by Argan with the
appearances of verbal coherence-yet we see words being stretched out to form a
seemingly unending spiral oflinguistic absurdity and empty sounds" (McBride 13).
The Mildred Marmur translation does attempt to retain the same "verve and pace
of the Italian style comedy" (Walker 18) as the original. The exchange between Toinette
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and Argan about Angelique's arranged marriage contains repetition, and is intended to be
delivered by the actors at a rapid pace, as in these lines from Act I:
TOINETTE. I tell you she won't!
ARGAN. She will, or I'll put her into a convent.
TOINETTE. You will?
ARGAN. Yes, I will.
TOINETTE. Ha!
ARGAN. What do you mean "Ha!"?
TOINETTE. You won't put her into a convent.
ARGAN. I won't put her into a convent?
TOINETTE. No.
ARGAN.No?
TOINETTE. No. (50)
Marmur also structures the rehearsed speeches by Thomas Diafoirus in Act II using
multi-syllable, uncommon words that make Diafoirus sound pretentious:
THOMAS DIAFOIRUS ... so do I now feel myself suffused with
euphony at the sunshine of your beauty.... the flower known as the
heliotrope turns unceasingly toward the diurnal orb. (66)
Marmur uses the blunt and common word "enema" to describe Argan's most
common treatments. Other translators have disguised the word's base meaning by calling
them "treatments" (Malleson 6). She also does not shy away from having Argan use
words like "slut" and "hussy" to fling as insults at Toinette.
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Marmur also does her best to preserve the chaotic nature of the first exchange
between Argan and Monsieur Diafoirus in Act II. Although when read one at a time, they
do not complete each other's thoughts, the idea of overstepping and jumbled language is
still present:
ARGAN. Sir I accept. ..
DIAFOIRUS. Sir, my son Thomas and I. ..
ARGAN. With great pleasure ...
DIAFOIRUS. Have come ...
ARGAN. The honor ofreceiving you ...
DIAFOIRUS. In order to express ...
ARGAN. I wish I were able ... (etc.) (65)
The attraction of the Marmur translation over others is really the musical
interludes. In the Miles Malleson translation, neither of the first two musical interludes
are included. The Malleson translation does expand the dialogue and stage directions, and
it has a very fluid and modem quality to the speeches, but the final convocation ceremony
is written in a pseudo-Latin, very similar to the original. The Donald M. Frame
translation is virtually identical to the Marmur, but he does not include the first two
interludes. His finale is also written using the original Latin/jargon language. Marmur has
taken the three interludes and translated them from the original French, Italian, and Latin,
respectively. She has preserved the charming rhyme of the Moorish gypsies, and made
the Latin jargon of the convocation ceremony accessible to English-speaking audiences.

Please note: The text of this play was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Character Analysis
When analyzing the characters in the play by looking for what other characters
say about them, or what they say about themselves, it is important to keep in mind which
characters are putting on an act, or saying misleading things about another character to
achieve their own ends. Argan is operating under the condition of an imagined malady.
What he says about himself may not be the literal truth, but rather a projection about what
he wants others to believe. His delusion, coupled with his gullibility, make anything he
says suspect. Beline is putting on an act in order to deceive Argan and take his money.
Toinette shows her real self in the beginning when she verbally tussles with Argan, but
assumes a different attitude at the end of the first act in order to help Angelique avoid an
ill-conceived marriage:
TOINETTE. I'll manage to help you somehow, but I must change my
tactics. I'll have to hide my affection for you and pretend to agree with
your father and stepmother. (55)
She further stretches the truth by adopting the disguise of a doctor in the third act.
Another example of characters intentionally being misleading occurs when Cleante enters
the house under the pretense of being Angelique's music teacher. He can't speak his true
thoughts about Thomas Diafoirus in that situation. Also, Monsieurs Purgon and Fleurant
will tell Argan anything to keep him "sick" and under their control. Bonnefoy, the notary,
is scheming with Beline in order deceive Argan. He, too, can not be trusted. Angelique
and Beralde are the only characters who are not adopting a disguise or pretense, and they
can speak what they truly believe.
Argan

j
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As the title of the play states, Argan is the "imaginary invalid." The most
important element of this character is the nature of his illness. Besides the title, the
playwright gives us many clues that this is not a real sickness, but rather an imagined one.
In his opening monologue, he is reviewing the bills from his doctor and apothecary.

When he feels the charges are too great, he states that he'll stop being sick, which implies
that he does have a choice in the matter (44). He has "flashes of strength" when he
forgets to walk with his cane, and speaks forcefully to his servant and family, even
though he claims to be too weak to even speak (Walker 170). His brother, Beralde, the
voice ofreason and truth in the play, says that he is in the peak of health, because he has
not yet been killed by the doctor's many invasive treatments (81). The real question is
whether or not Argan's obsession with his health is a true mental illness, or a cover for
something else. Knutson suggests that Argan's imagined illness serves to keep him in the
spotlight:
His hypochondria seems so much a pose for that very reason-it is more
to justify his self-absorption that a mania in itself.... The same tendency
explains Argan's fits of temper if his condition is questioned.
Hypochondria, then, is his "comic fault." It provides the impetus for the
play, in that it allows the parasitic doctors and his wife to enter his life and
take advantage of him. The hypochondria reveals a more specific
weakness in him-his extreme gullibility. (105-106)
Argan' s gullibility allows the doctors to come in and administer ridiculous
treatments for large sums of money. He assumes that if they call themselves doctors and
he is paying enough for their treatments, they must know what they are doing. His wife,
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Beline, worms her way into his life, and by coddling him like a child and professing her
adoration for him, is able to very nearly disinherit his daughters and take all his money.
Argan's family also takes advantage of his gullibility. Toinette impersonates a doctor in
order to shake his belief in medicine. His daughter Louison pretends to be dead to avoid
blows from her father. Finally, at the end of the play, Beralde invites a whole company of
actors to come in to Argan's home and create a charade of conferring a doctoral degree
upon him.
It is fortunate for the family that Argan is so gullible, because he takes a very
tenacious and self-centered attitude about dictating the lives of his family to suit himself.
He would gladly sacrifice his daughter's happiness to get free medical treatments by
marrying her to a doctor (Knutson 105). He would not care if his daughters were sent to
convents, as long as he gets the proper number of enemas for the month. Beralde tries to
be the voice of reason and dislodge Argan from his fanatical obsession with doctors and
treatments, but Argan is completely resistant to change (Walker 172).
Argan only partially comes to his senses by the end of the play. He agrees not to
force his daughter to marry against her will, but only if her chosen one will become a
doctor. He abandons that idea in favor ofBeralde's suggestion that he become a doctor
himself He does not experience the shift in attitude that usually happens to a main
character because he can not fully let go of his fascination for medical treatments. Hodge
explains this type of character: "In comedy, if a character strongly resists being pried
loose from what he already likes intensely at the beginning, he will survive, but he will be
ridiculed and become what we call a "comic fool" (23). Argan does not undergo a radical
attitude shift, but it does change slightly. His polar attitude at the beginning of the play is:
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"I must manipulate others to support the constraints of my world." At the end of the play,
his attitude is: "I don't need others to be able to immerse myself in my own world. "
Here is what Argan and the other characters say about Argan:
•

Argan: (to himself) Easy Monsieur Fleurant, if you go on like this, I shall refuse
to be sick any more (44).

•

Toinette: This is the most sensible thing you've done! (47).

•

Toinette: What's this about? A joke? A farce? A wealthy man like you, marrying
his daughter off to a doctor? (48).

•

Argan: I'm feeble and ailing (49).

•

Toinette: You're sick, very sick, sicker than you think (49).

•

Toinette: You're naturally kindhearted (50).

•

Argan: I can be mean when I want to be (50).

•

Cleante: You're looking so much better (63).

•

Toinette: No, he's getting worse and worse (63).

•

Cleante: I heard he was better, and he looks well (63).

•

Toinette: He looks terrible. He's never been this sick before .... He walks, sleeps,
eats, and drinks like the rest ofus, but that doesn't stop him from being deathly
ill (63).

•

Argan: Foolishness does not please me (71).

•

Thomas Diafoirus: His pulse is that of an ailing man (74).

•

Argan: What sort of monster am I? (76)

•

Argan: You wouldn't believe how weak I am. I don't even have the strength to
speak (77).
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•

Toinette: You're forgetting you can't walk without your cane (80).

•

Argan: I am master of my household and free to do as I please (81 ).

•

Beralde: I wouldn't ask for a better constitution than yours. The proof that you're
healthy and that your body is in extremely good condition is that you haven't died
of all those medicines they've made you swallow (81 ).

•

Argan: Monsieur Purgon says I'd die within 3 days ifl stopped taking care of
myself (82).

•

Argan: You speak to me as ifl were a healthy man (83).

•

Beralde: You are a prejudiced man. You look at matters in an extremely strange
fashion (88).

•

Toinette (in disguise): A famous invalid such as yourself. ... your reputation
extends far and wide (89).

•

Beline: What use was he on earth? A nuisance to everyone, filthy, disgusting,
always with a medicine or an enema, wiping his nose, coughing, spitting, dullwitted, boring, ill-tempered, tiring everyone out and scolding his servants day and
night (93).

Angelique
As a character, Angelique appears to be the most simple. Most of what she says
about herself, or what other's say about her, seems to be true. She is bound in duty and
obedience to her father, just as girls of the period were supposed to be. Her biggest
conflict stems from the arranged marriage. What her father wants for her conflicts with
the deepest desires of her heart. Although her romance is newly found, there is nothing in
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her action or dialogue in Act I that suggests it is insincere. Her devotion seems to be true
to the stereotype of "young love." It is almost an obsession, but a forgivable one:
ANGELIQUE. Can't you guess what I want to talk to you about?
TOINETTE. I have a good idea. About our young lover. For six days now
he's been the sole topic of our conversation, and you're miserable the
moment we stop talking about him.
ANGELIQUE. If you know it, why don't you mention him first and spare
me the embarrassment? (46)
The tenderness of the story of the two lovers contrasts with Argan's and Toinette's
boisterous· and humorous exchanges. The playwright clearly intended to portray the
lovers' feelings as "passionate, forthright, selfless love between civil and wellbom
people" (Knutson 104).
Angelique's familial obligation is tested when Argan pretends to be dead to find
out her true feelings. She does not waver, but renounces her love in the face of this new
tragedy. Despite her deep love, her sense of duty is even deeper, as she states in Act III:
ANGELIQUE. Ah Cleante, let's not talk about it any more. Let's forget
all thought of marriage. After losing my father, I am going to enter the
convent and give up the world forever. (94)
Angelique's polar attitudes probably change the most of any character in this
play. Perhaps the play is really about her, and not the foolish invalid. At the beginning of
the play, she believes that: "My father will take care of my best interests, and I am dutybound to obey him." By the end of the play, she has come to realize that: "Although I still
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love my father, I can't trust him to make important life decisions for me; I have the
strength of myself and my friends to pull me through a crisis."
Here is what Angelique and the other characters say about Angelique.
•

Toinette: You're miserable when we stop talking about him. It is impossible to
talk about him enough to suit you (46).

•

Angelique: ifhe deceives me I'll never believe another man in my life (47).

•

Angelique: I am bound to do what you command, and to obey you blindly (47).

•

Argan: ... Such an obedient daughter (47).

•

Toinette: She's not sick (49).

•

Argan: I never knew she could sing a new song without stumbling over the words
(70).

•

Beline: A virtuous and honest daughter like you laughs instead of obeying their
father (72).

•

Beline: You are an insufferably stupid girl. Impossibly insolent. You have
ridicµlous pride and a presumption that makes everyone laugh at you (73).

•

Louison: The man says she's the most beautiful girl in the world (86).

•

Argan: You are my flesh and blood, my very own child. I'm delighted to have
seen your true good nature (95).

Toinette
Toinette is the witty, self-assured servant who has no compunction about standing
up to her master. When he rages, she rages back, and shows her "healthy, vigorous
nature" (Walker 170). As a matter of survival, she has learned to play the role of a
devoted and competent servant to her mistress, Beline, even though she does not care for
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the overbearing woman. But when she is with Argan she boldly disobeys, insults, and
otherwise harasses him. She can sense that he is utterly impotent, and even if he could
take action against her, he probably wouldn't. She also knows what her job is, and does
not cater to Argan's obsession with his bodily functions in Act I:
ARGAN. How did my enema come out this morning?
TOINETTE. I beg your pardon! Do you expect me to mess about with
those things? Monsieur Fleurant can stick his nose into them. He's the
one who makes the profit. (45)
Toinette is unusually adept at the art of deception. Not only does she deceive her
mistress Beline by pretending to be on her side, she also dresses as a doctor to point out
to Argan that medicine is a sham. As this doctor, she suggest that he cut of his left arm
and put out his right eye in order to feel better. The brilliance of her scheme comes from
the quick way in which she changes back and forth from herself to this doctor. Her
quickness, coupled with Argan's gullibility, allows her to pull off the stunt. She is also
responsible for coming up with the idea of Argan playing dead to trick his wife and
daughter into revealing their true feelings for him.
Toinette's attitudes don't really change throughout the show. She is a force of
change, and is not meant to change. Here is what Toinette and others characters say about
Toinette:
•

Argan: Hussy! (44).

•

Argan: Insolent slut! Witch! Hussy! (50).

•

Beline: She's careful and clever, and above all faithful (52).

•

Argan: You don't know how vicious she can be (53).
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•

Beline: What a fool you are to let yourself feel so miserable (93).

Beline
Beline is the parasite character who has weaseled her way into Argan's life by
catering to his fantasy illness and treating him like a little boy. She feeds his need for
attention in order to control him. She is pushing for Argan to disinherit his children, or to
have them put into a nunnery so that Argan's wealth won't pass to them through sons-inlaws (Knutson 109). She schemes with her Notary, who is most likely her lover, to
legally wrangle away Argan's money. Her real intentions are very thinly veiled.
Practically in the same breath in Act I, she declares no interest in his money ifhe were
gone, then immediately asks how much he has. If Argan weren't so blind to the truth, he
would see right through her.
BELINE. Please don't mention money to me. I can't bear it! How much
are the notes worth? (55)
By trying to cut Argan's children from their inheritance, her corruption of the social order
parallels the doctors' corruption of Argan's body (109).
Beline's polar attitudes do not change her during the play. After she is exposed as
a fraud, she leaves the scene without a word. She is a "self-seeking, grasping woman,
devoid of humanity" (109). Here is what other characters say about her:
•

Toinette: She knows what she is doing (47).

•

Toinette: Your stepmother doesn't waste a second. I'm sure that she's plotting
with your father to deprive you of your inheritance (55).
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•

Angelique: Some women marry out of sheer interest, and to be able to enrich
themselves by the death of their husbands. These women move unscrupulously
from one husband to the next in order to inherit their possessions (73).

•

Argan: Everyone's against her! (81).

•

Beralde: She'd be delighted to see them both become nuns (81).

Thomas Diafoirus
This comic bungler resembles Moliere's other would-be lovers like Tartuffe and
Trissotin. He is lacking in intelligence and basic social graces. When his father describes
him to his potential bride and father-in-law, Monsieur Diafoirus tries to make bad
qualities sound good, but only Argan believes it. Moliere seems to be satirizing the type
of personality that kept medical science from improving. According to the original stage
directions that were not included in this translation, Thomas Diafoirus is a simpleton who
always chooses to do the wrong thing at the wrong time. Through his character, and that
of his father, Moliere seems to be making fun of social misfits (Knutson 104).
Even his name gives hints that Diafoirus is not a polished socialite, nor is he a
reasoning individual. The Greek word "diaphorus" means "different". The related Latin
word "diaphanous" means "characterized by such fineness of texture as to permit seeing
through" (Merriam-Webster). Here is what other characters say about Thomas Diafoirus:
•

Argan: He's handsome, tall, charming, with a kind face, intelligent and well born,
trustworthy-the most trustworthy in the whole world. Speaks Latin and Greek,
and will be a Doctor in three days (48).

•

Toinette: You are about to see the most handsome and witty young man in the
world (64).
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•

Cleante: The gentleman speaks brilliantly (66).

•

Monsieur Diafoirus: He's never had a lively imagination or the enthusiastic spirit
which you find in some people, but ... I knew that he would have a dependable
mind, which is very necessary for the exercise of our art. I had a laborious time
teaching him to read. He didn't know one letter of the alphabet until he was nine
years old. "Good," I told myself, "this slow comprehension, this leaden
imagination is the foretaste of sound judgment." When he went off to school it
was not easy for him. Finally by hammering away at it, he managed to obtain his
degrees. In the two years he as been at his advanced studies, no other student has
made more noise in the discussions. He has proved himself a formidable
adversary, and whenever a new theory is proposed he will argue to the death
against it. He never changes his mind, and he pursues an argument into the very
last stronghold of logic. He has never tried to understand or even listen to the
reasoning or the evidence of those so-called discoveries of our century (66-67).

•

Monsieur Diafoirus: As for marriage and propagation, I assure you that our
doctors have pronounced him highly suitable. He is prolific to the point of praise,
and he has the temperament necessary to beget and procreate well-formed
children (67-68).

Cleante
Cleante, as the object of Angelique's affection, is a relatively simple and
unchanging character. Everything other characters say about him point toward sincere
tender feeling for Angelique. We only hear them declare their mutual love for each other
during the improvised opera in the presence of the other characters. Through the stated
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previous action, we know Cleante gallantly came to Angelique's rescue when she was
being harassed by a ruffian at the theater. He never directly challenges Thomas Diafoirus'
claim to Angelique. Instead, he uses the story of the opera in Act II to take aim at
Diafoirus:
CLEANTE. His unworthy rival, sponsored by a whim of her father,
arrives. He sees this ridiculous figure winning the shepherdess and the
sight fills him with an anger that is difficult to master. (69)
Cleante is a man of honor. Rather than directly challenging Angelique's parents or
encouraging her to run away with him, he chooses to work within the society's
boundaries, and have her uncle plead his case to her father. If that failed, he planned to
civilly make his case himself. He proves his chivalry in Act III by readily agreeing to
become a doctor, if that is what it would take to win her father's consent for the marriage:
CLEANTE. I'll become a doctor, even an apothecary if you like. I would
do many more things to win Angelique. (95)
Here is what Cleante and the other character's say about Cleante:
•

Angelique: He is so tender about his love for me (46).

•

Angelique: He's a good person, generous, handsome. The handsomest man who
every lived. No girl could hear anything more romantic than what he says to me
(46-47).

•

Angelique: He says he loves me (47).

•

Cleante: I'm not a very good singer (68).

•

Louison: He _says he loves her (77).
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•

Cleante: I had asked your uncle to plead my case with him, and I was coming here
to pay my respects and to try to win his consent for our marriage (94).

Beralde
Beralde is the voice of reason in the play. He is one of the few characters who
does not adopt a pretense himself. He speaks his own thoughts and does not attempt to
patronize Argan. It is through Beralde that much of the criticism of the medical
profession is spoken: "Indeed, Beralde's role is probably the most complex of all: man of
passionate eloquence, resourceful valet, good father, master of revels, he is a foil for all
the evils we have seen: delusion, credulity, tyanny, and fear" (Knutson 110). When
Beralde realizes that he can not sway Argan's faith in his doctors, he devises a plan in
which Argan can continue with his delusions in a way that will not interfere with his
family. He invites the troupe of actors to perform the fake convocation ceremony so that
Argan can indulge his own delusions without manipulating his family.
•

Argan: You have an old grudge against him [Monsieur Purgon]. (83).

Bonnefoy
Bonnefoy is Beline's notary, and presumably her lover (Gaines, Encyclopedia
51). He schemes with her to find a way to disinherit Argan's children so that she can
claim all his money. One scholar calls him "the sinister Notaire, symbolic of turpitude
within the legal system" (Knutson 109). His name ironically suggests "good faith"
(Walker 169). Here is what others say of the Notary:
•

Argan: You are an honest and clever man (54).

Monsieur Purgon, Mousier Diafoirus, and Monsieur Fleurant
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These three characters are the parasites that are sucking the life from Argan's
body, as well as the money from his pocketbook. Monsieur Purgon, the doctor whose
name suggests purges, archetypally represents an "apostle of death and decay" (Knutson
105). Purgon latches onto Argan's basic need for attention: "The knave's strength lies in
his ability to see beyond surface gullibility to his victim's basically egotistic nature. Add
the terrible weapon of a doctor-fear-and Argan's conduct becomes perfectly
plausible" (106). Indeed, Purgon waves his prescriptions like a holy writ, and when
Argan starts to refuse his treatments, he rains down a litany of horrible-sounding curses
on his head (Mander 196).
Monsieur Diafoirus is the would-be father-in-law of Angelique. He tells the truth
about his son, and tries to slant it to seem like he is praising worthy qualities. He shows
his social ineptitude as he bumbles through his introduction, speaking simultaneously
with Argan. He commits a further social faux pas by speaking of his son's sexual
attributes as though he were discussing the mating potential of a farm animal (Knutson
105).
Monsieur Fleurant, the overseer of Argan's enemas, receives the best rebuke in
the play from Beralde: "It's easy to see you're not accustomed to speaking to people's
faces" (85). His name ironically suggests "flairer-sniffing" (Knutson 107) or "flowery"
(Walker 169). Here is what the other characters say about these doctors:
•

Toinette: They've latched onto a good thing in you (45).

•

Beralde: Monsieur Purgon knows as little as his patients (82).

•

Argan [of Fleurant]: His bills are so polite! (44).

•

Beralde: It's easy to see you're not accustomed to speaking to people's faces (85).
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Ideas of the play
The Imaginary Invalid, as the title suggests, is about a man who believes that he is
sick. He uses his delusion to fuel his obsession with doctors and medical treatments,
which are not necessary to save his health. Moliere is satirizing the state of medicine and
the hypocrisy of doctors. It is one of the only plays by Moliere that the subject of
medicine is directly related to the theme as well as to the plot. He juxtaposes Argan's
fantasy illness with the doctor's real, yet ineffectual methods of treating it (Howarth 190).
The play takes on an ominous tone in light of the fact that it was Moliere last, and he was
dying during the fourth performance of it. It would seem that the playwright has buried
some very serious issues about the medical profession underneath the lighthearted
comedy (222).
The first issue is Argan's misplaced faith in his doctors and their remedies. Argan
seems to believe that if he spends enough money and takes enough treatments, he will be
saved. He even keeps a parallel account of his expenditures along with his treatments. He
is dismayed when he realizes that he has taken fewer treatments in the current month than
he did in the previous, and immediately requests that his doctors fix that situation
(Gaines, Social 220). Argan is completely under his doctors' spell. By the power of their
words, they control him. In act three, Purgon revokes his help and remedies from Argan
and predicts that he will die within four days. Argan is completely paralyzed with fear,
and fully believes he is about to die (Knutson 108).
Moliere next takes issue with the doctor's incompetence. He portrays all his
doctor figures as socially inept bunglers to prove that they are nothing but overzealous
parasites who do more harm to their patients than good (107). The doctors are never
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tricked in the play, but the mystery and power that holds people in awe of them is taken
away, and they are forced to leave (54). Some scholars believe that Moliere put his true
feelings about medicine and health into the words of the character Beralde:
Medicine ... is one of mankind's greatest follies, and belief in doctors one
of mankind's greatest weaknesses. Doctors know what to call diseases in
Latin and Greek, and they know how to define them and classify them, but
they know noting at all about how to cure them. When someone is sick,
the thing to do is-nothing at all. Rest. Be patient. Let nature heal.
(Scott 241)
Other scholars believe that Moliere's true feelings are not able to be gleaned directly
from one speech, and that "Moliere's mode of expression was eminently theatrical and
indirect. The man of the stage used a many-voiced form of discourse where speeches can
only be analyzed in relation to other speeches, rather than as direct expressions of
authorial intent" (Gaines, Social 13). Whether direct or not, Moliere's main themes seem
to lean away from blind belief in medicine, and toward more natural remedies.
The motif of deception and trickery reoccurs throughout this play, and is practiced
by almost all of the major characte~s. Certainly Argan is deceiving himself with his
imagined illness and his devotion to his doctors' orders. He is also blind to the tricks of
those closest to him. His wife, Beline, treats him very much like a child and caters to his
fantasy malady, all the while exploiting him to get to his money (Knutson 109). She is
also almost certainly having an affair with the notary that she brings in to help Argan get
his will in order (Gaines, Encyclopedia 51 ). She knows exactly what to say to keep Argan
helpless and incapable of recognizing the truth. Toinette also proves to be a master of
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pretense as she acts as if she is siding with Beline and Argan in order to help Angelique
win her true love. She uses the art of disguise as she pretends to be a doctor for the
purpose of shaking Argan's faith in doctors. Also, it is Toinette who has the idea that
Argan should pretend to be dead in order to hear his wife and daughter's true feelings
about him (Walker 172). This is the only time in Moliere's plays that death is "devalued"
in this way (Knutson 110). Apparently, Toinette gets the idea for feigning death from
Argan's youngest daughter, Louison, who pretends to die in order to avoid being beaten
by her father. Argan is completely taken in by Louison's ruse, since he can not recognize
the difference between truth and illusion (Gaines, Social 224). Finally, Beralde tricks
Argan into giving up on the idea of marrying his daughter to a doctor by staging a fake
ceremony so that Argan can become a doctor himself.
Moliere pits the ideals of young love against the death-fixation of Argan.
Anglique has found a man who loves her and wants to be with her. They wish to embrace
life, while Argan seems to be obsessed with death, living a bed-ridden existence, reveling
in treatments that leave him weaker, and smelling of medicines and bodily fluids (Walker
169-171). He is willing to sacrifice his daughter's happiness in order to perpetuate his
selfish illusion. Luckily for the audience, "The greater the threat posed by the obstacle
character, the more intense and miraculous will seem the triumph of young love"
(Knutson 44).
As one of the most famous ofMoliere's commedie ballets, The Imaginary Invalid
uses a great deal of spectacle in the form of song and dance during the musical interludes.
This also becomes an important idea throughout the play. It is the first of Moliere's plays
to integrate the plot with the music and dance. The interludes both reinforce as well as
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distract from the serious issues raised in the play. The first interlude has the character
Polichinelle flagrantly defying social convention, and behaving in whatever manner suits
him, much like Argan (Gaines, Social 223). The second musical interlude is brought by
Beralde for the stated purpose of cheering up Argan and putting him in a more receptive
frame of mind (77). The final interlude, in which the play culminates in a song-and-dance
doctoral ceremony, is apparently "closer to contemporary practice than one might think."
Induction ceremonies of the time were often elaborate, and had a musical component
(Gaines, Encyclopedia 94). However, the overall purpose of the interludes seems to be to
detach the audience from the underlying serious issues: "A colourful ceremony spun out
of song, dance, and spectacle removes us from the realities of medical charlatanism and
social pretensions to a land of playful fantasy, tolerant enough to accommodate the
greatest fools" (Knutson 102). In his book, Moliere: An Archetypal Approach , Knutson
later explains how ideas were presented through spectacle to French society:
An articulated or structurally implicit vision of the ideal society need not
be presented; spectacle is sufficient in itself to provide a positive moral
focus for the courtly audience .... Songs, dances, sumptuous decors,
elegant and tasteful intermedes represent clearly the discriminating milieu
on the audience's side of the stage; the actual impersonation of that society
is unnecessary. (122)
In other words, by being theatrical and not realistic, the interludes leave the door open to

the audience's intellect without being too heavy handed. Moliere had learned to be subtle
with his writing. After being widely criticized for his play, Tartuffe, Moliere added a
preface to it in which he states, "Criticism is taken lightly, but men will not tolerate
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satire. They are quite willing to be mean, but they never like to be ridiculed" (Worthen
275).
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Previous Production Reviews
The original production of The Imaginary Invalid starred Moliere himself as
Argan, the hypochondriac. It opened on February 10, 1673 at the Theatre du PalaisRoyale in Paris. Armande Bej art Moliere played Angelique; La Grange played Cleante;
Beauval played Thomas Diafoirus; Mademoiselle Beauval played Toinette; and young
Louise Beauval played Louison. It was extremely successful, drawing larger crowds than
the opening week of any other Moliere play (Frame 431 ).
The Commedie-Franc;aise touring troupe performed The Imaginary Invalid at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music in New York on June 9-13, 2004. The production was in
French, with English surtitles. I found two reviews of the production with opposing
opinions. The first reviewer, David Finkle, gave a very favorable analysis of the
production. He begins by explaining that the Commedie-Franc;aise troupe is charged with
preserving the tradition of great playwrights such as Moliere, Racine, and Corneille. But,
he asks, "How do you stay true to a classic without such asphyxiating fidelity that the
result is lifeless?" Finkle answers his question by explaining how director Claude Stratz,
together with costume and set designer Ezio Toffolutti, provided a "modem take on 17century [sic] French architecture." The effect created is of a place that is "simultaneously
historically accurate and fantastical; it's almost as if Rene Magritte had designed the
stately room." Finkle also seemed to appreciate the lighting designer Jean-Philippe
Roy's use of elongated beams of light cast through high windows. He then made a neutral
comment about the use of a wind sound effect as "atmospheric underscoring." Overall,
Finkle seemed to like the performance of the actors, citing several specific scenes. The
only exception was the ·"drawn-out finale." Finkle also felt that some of the scenes could
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have been edited, with "the kind of trimming that the Commedie-Frarn;aise overseers
would never agree to." The play was two hours long, without an intermission. He
concludes the review, saying that the troupe has managed to "walk the fine line between
curating and creating" and that they have proved that "something old can also be
wonderfully new."
The second reviewer, John Simon, writing for New Yori Magazine, was
considerably less kind. He writes, "Moliere, playing Argan ... died just after the play's
fourth performance. At the first guest appearance by the Comrnedie-Frarn;aise at BAM, I
somehow survived, boredom being less lethal than lung disease. At fault was not the play
but the long decline of the venerable C-F into something more institution than theater."
Simon seems to feel that the play strives for too much realism, something that was not
expected in Moliere's time. According to Simon, the directing is not at fault, but rather "it
comes down to the humdrum performances [of the actors] .... " He continues by
slamming the performances of the lovers, Argan, and Beralde. The only exception he
makes is the performance of Muriel Mayette as Toinette. He concludes the review by
praising the commedia dell'arte interludes as "sensibly shortened and decently managed,
even if hardest for sophisticated spectators to swallow," and then criticizing the surtitles
for being poorly translated and coming up too late for non French speakers to be able to
adequately understand the production.
Two productions of The Imaginary Invalid occurred simultaneously in the
Portland area in 2000, and were reviewed in the same article by Steffen Silvis for
Willamette Weekly. The first was at Reed College Theater, using the Mildred Marmur
translation. The director, Kathleen Worley, admitted to making a few cuts to Marmurs
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translation, doing away with the shepherdess prologue, and the monkeys. Reed College
also commissioned a new score by composer John Vergin to be used in place of
Charpentier' s original work.
During the same weekends, Imago Theater also staged their production of Invalid.
By contrast, it was a "wild adaptation" with director Jerry Mouawad also playing the role
of Argan. Mouawad infused his Lebanese-American background into his production. He
chose to set the play in modem-day New York. He decided to cut the Punchinello
interlude, but kept the shepherdess prologue. The shepherdess was changed to resemble a
Lebanese video singer, or a "love-drunk bar hostess crooning to a portrait of Omar
Sharif' (Silvus).
A second reviewer, Christina Matei, writing for the Lewis and Clark College
newspaper, shed more light on this adaptation. She describes Angelique as "a classic 80's
poster child." Cleante is a "rosy-cheeked... skater/surfer, potential boy-toy type" and
Toinette is a "bad-ass existentialist." Perhaps the most intriguing part of this review is
Matei' s description of other theatrical elements. She writes, "The plot includes Mormon
belly dancers, bowel troubles, a pharmacist who is most likely Satan himself, an emaged
proctologist, Argan's death and reawakening .... From there it also discusses erectile
dysfunction, a lawyer who is a cross between Elvis and a used-car salesman, and Argan's
initiation into doctor-hood through a Sabbath-like ritual."
Another interesting production of Invalid was produced in Sacremento at the
Cosumnes River College Performing Arts Center in November, 2001. It was reviewed by
Jeff Hudson in the Sacremento News and Review. Using his own adaptation ofMoliere's
script, Frank Condon chose to set the play in New Orleans around 1912. The production
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uses a "ragtime-era sensibility and a racial subtext along the way." Hudson calls the
play' s style of physical comedy "extravagant," with much of the action being precisely
choreographed. Hudson had only good things to say about the actors, set, and costumes.
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The Playwright
Moliere was born Jean-Baptiste Poquelin on January 15, 1622. His parents were
Marie and Jean Poquelin, and his father held an important position as the king's
upholsterer, a position which his eldest son was expected to inherit. They sent young
Jean-Baptiste to the Jesuit school, College de Clermont. The young playwright likely
developed his first taste for drama by performing short plays for school. He finished
school in 1641 with a law degree, and took over his father's job (Walker 13-14).
Jean-Baptiste's stint as a bedmaker for the king was very short-lived. He met
Madeleine Bejart, an actress who was slightly older than himself, and his life changed
forever. The precise nature of their relationship has never been concretely proven, but she
certainly influenced him ("Moliere" 2020site ). Within two years of meeting her, he had
given up his inherited job, adopted the stage name Moliere, and with Bejart's support,
established the Illustre Theatre (Walker 15). After one unsuccessful season in Paris, the
troupe left to tour the French countryside from 1646 to 1658. The troupe returned to Paris
under the patronage of the brother of Louis XIV, and later were supported by the Sun
King himself ("Moliere" Discover France).
During his years as a touring actor, writer, and director, Moliere was greatly
influenced by the Italian Renaissance style of acting knows as commedia dell'arte. These
traveling troupes used stock characters and situations to create lively comedies
characterized by fast-paced dialogue and trademark gestures and movement.
In 1662, he married the younger sister of Madeleine Bejart, who was twenty-one
years his junior. Rivals and critics speculated that Armande Bejart was in fact
Madeleine's daughter. Some went so far as to say that she was Madeleine's daughter by
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Moliere. In any case, the union did not appear to be happy one. The couple spent many
years in separation, and Moliere was plagued by rumors of her infidelity ("Moliere"
2020site). They had a daughter, Esprit-Madeleine, born in 1665 ("Moliere" Discover
France).
Moliere endured many personal tragedies during his life. His mother died when
he was just eleven years old. His father remarried, but his new stepmother died just three
years later ("Moliere" Moonstruck Books). Jean Poquelin and Madeleine Poquelin
Boudet, Moliere's father and sister, died in 1669 and 1665, respectively. His infant son,
Piere-Jean-Baptiste-Armand Poquelin, died before he reached one month of age, in 1671.
His former leading lady and alleged lover, Madelaine Bejart, died exactly one year before
him in 1672 (Scott 256).
In the late 1660's, Moliere developed a disease of the lungs, presumably
tuberculosis. He continued to write and perform despite his illness, playing such robust
roles as Monsieur Jourdain in Le Bourgeois Gentilliomme , and Zephire in Psyche. But
his last play, Le Malade Imaginaire, he played the role of Argan from a bed or a chair.
Despite his obvious illness and apparent disdain for doctors, his biographer, Virginia
Scott, felt that "Moliere's personal feelings about doctors and medicine should not be
exaggerated. Clearly he had some unpleasant experiences, but several of his good friends
were doctors." (241). She also points out that one ofMoliere's friends felt that:
Moliere's intentions were not always vengeful. Doctors were funny for
several reasons. They spoke a mysterious jargon, easy to mock; they wore
pretentious costumes and rode around Paris on mules; they were not very
effective and there were not many of them, only 110. Making fun of them
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were not many of them, only 110. Making fun of them was also one way to lessen
the fear they must have inspired in most people. (242)
On February 10, 1673, The Imaginary Invalid premiered at the Palais Royal. The
first four performances were some of the most successful ofMoliere's career. But before
the fourth performance, many ofMoliere's friends noticed that he was ill and asked him
to stay home and cancel the show. He refused, saying that the other actors and theater
workers were depending on him to be able to perform the show so that they might earn
their daily wages ("Moliere" Moonstruck Books). To describe his final performance,
Virginia Scott quotes an earlier French biographer, saying "Moliere performed with great
difficulty; and half the Spectators noticed that in pronouncing 'Juro' in the ceremony he
was seized by a convulsion. Realizing that the audience had noticed it, he made an effort
and hid what had happened with a forced laugh" (257). He finished the performance, but
died at his home later that night. Because he had died without recanting his scandalous
profession, he was at first denied a church burial. After much struggle with church
officials and an appeal to the king himself, the archbishop finally agreed to allow Moliere
to be buried at St-Eustache parish cemetery. The burial was to be conducted at night, and

without any of the ceremony usually allowed at funerals (Scott 258). The musician
Dassoucy wrote this epitaph for Moliere:
Passerby, if. .. this famous poet
Was dear to you
Give at least a sigh or two
For his enlightened spirit,
And say, approaching his grave,
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Farewell laughter. .. (Scott 260)
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Leaming Outcomes
Through the production of The Imaginary Invalid, the students will:
•

Acquire knowledge about theater and the life in seventeenth century France.

•

Gain an understanding of commedia dell ' arte, and use it as a basis for creating
unique and dynamic characters.

•

Practice good vocal production and diction in order to better perform this classical
piece.

•

Work as a team to create cohesive scenes in which the actors support each other
and maintain the comedic pacing of the production.

•

Learn various vocal and physical warm-ups to prepare themselves for rehearsal
and performance.

•

Take constructive criticism and make alterations to their performance as needed.

•

Practice self-discipline and goal-setting as they go through the rehearsals and
performances.
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Production Journal
Friday, July 30, 2004
This seems like as good a day as any to begin this journal. I've been working on
the show and Section II of the paper for quite a while now. Already, a few things have
been changed from my original production concept. I commissioned my sister, Kristin
George, to write music for Mildred Marmur's lyrics. During the summer, I spoke to her
about the function and mood of the music in the show. I told her about my idea of
pausing for Argan's coughing fit. She suggested that a break like that would halt the flow
of the music, and abruptly change the mood. I realized that it really did not fit in with the
show as a whole, and I decided to take it out. Our audiences tend to be made up primarily
of students seeking extra credit in their English classes, and friends and family members
of the cast and crew. Even with a note in the program pointing out the reason, they may
not get it. It was one of those things that seemed like a good idea at the time, but now it
needs to be reevaluated.
Thursday, August 5, 2004
I made it in to the school today for the first time since I got back from Ellensburg.
I almost wish I hadn't. There was an email from the choir teacher saying that she was
quitting her job here and moving to Connecticut, effective immediately. I had been
speaking to at the end of the year about teaching the kids the music for my thesis project.
I have no idea who they are getting to replace her, or if they will be amenable to taking
over that extra job for my show this fall. Guess I'll wait and see.
Friday, August 30, 2004
I'm working hard trying to do two things at once-finish up part II and get ready
for the first week of school. I have a feeling I'd better finish the paper before school
starts, or I'm sunk.
Wednesday, September 1, 2004
Didn't quite make it before school started, but the paper is in, nonetheless. When I
called Sam French to order scripts, they could not find the manuscript for the Marmur
translation! How does Samuel French, Inc. "lose" a play? They told me they could not
give me permission to make copies of the script I have for the production. So should I
change translations? I think I've done far too much work on this translation already, and I
haven't found another one that has those musical interludes. Kristin has already begun
composing the music with the Marmur lyrics. I'll try to find out if anyone else is
publishing it now, and get permission.
Friday, September 3, 2004
I put out crew applications and posted audition notices. One major worry I have
about this show is getting a competent Stage Manager. The girl that stage-managed the
last nine shows for us graduated. We have a handful of ASM's that are trained, but have
never done the job.
Tuesday, September 7, 2004
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The first round of auditions were today. Over 40 kids showed up. I don't think
I've ever had that many at one audition for a straight play before. I couldn't let the kids
read any more than twice, and I'll have to call backs for singing parts later.
The music is not in yet, but the composer tells me it will be done soon.
Wednesday, September 8, 2004
It's the second day of auditions and only 16 people showed up. That's the
opposite of what usually happens. I think I can come up with a cast here. The kids are
reading well, except for a few who are seriously "diction-challenged". I didn't see as
much physical characterization as I wanted in the improvised pantomime scene I used for
the auditions. I'll probably have to spend more time on creating a physical life for the
characters in rehearsals.
Thursday, September 9, 2004
The new choir director, Greg Fryhling, agreed to teach the kids the music!
Hurray! He's a recent CWU grad, too. He got his Master's in music, and played Bernardo
in West Side Story last year. This is a huge load off my mind. Now all I need is music.
Sunday, September 12, 2004
The callbacks went well on Friday. It seems like there is never enough time to
read all the possible combinations of characters. I've slept on it for two nights now, and it
seems that the cast list is falling into place. I'm not taking as many risks with new
students as I usually do, but I'm giving some good veterans a chance to show their stuff.
I'm casting Beline and Louison based on what I know of those actresses. I did not get a
chance to read them in those roles, but my instincts are usually pretty good.
Monday, September 13, 2004
Music came in today! One more piece of the puzzle has fallen into place.
Tuesday, September 14, 2004
We started our movement workshop today. I made sure to do a full physical
warm-up followed by a series of exercises I found in Barry Grantham's book Playing
Com media. Most of these kids, especially the guys, are not particularly graceful, but they
are all jumping right in and giving it their best shot. One of the obstacles that we have to
overcome is a bit of actor training. Until last year, the drama class was offered for an
English credit, so I could not spend the entire time focusing on actor training. I think only
three of these kids have had my drama class, and two more are taking the class right now.
I talked to the orchestra teacher about the string quartet. He told me that there
were no cello players interested in doing the project. This could present a problem. I'll
keep my fingers crossed.
Wednesday, September 15, 2004
Ha! Everyone is complaining of being sore today. Now they can see why actors
need to be in top physical shape. We started out with a few commedia warm-up
exercises, and moved into an activity I learned in George's Mime and Movement class. It
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uses animals as a basis for creating characters. We moved on to do vocal warm-ups, and I
had them read Act I on their feet, with careful attention to projection and diction.
Thursday, September 16, 2004
We did more movement today, talking about leading body centers, and tempo
rhythms. The kids are having a great time, but I wonder how much of this is really getting
into their bodies. Without discipline, this will easily be forgotten by the time we get into
blocking and memorizing lines.
After a vocal warm-up, we read Act II on its feet, again going slowly for
projection and articulation.
Friday, September 17, 2004
This was our last day of our movement/voice workshop week. Unfortunately, an
outside group was using the auditorium, so we had to cut the rehearsal a little short. I had
them improvise short pantomime scenarios that related to their characters. Then they
presented them to the group. We saw Toinette letting the Diafoirus's into the house,
Argan, Angelique, and Louison having an evening out at the theater before the onset of
Argan's imaginary malady. Polichinelle, M. Purgon, and M. Bonnefoy met at a pub, and
Cleante had a run-in with the Night Patrol. I think they are starting to have an idea about
what is needed physically for their characters. They read Act III on it's feet,
concentrating on enunciation, and we went home.
Saturday, September 18, 2004
I sent letter last week to Dr. Meshke asking which book he photocopied the
Marmur translation of the script from. I also sent an email to the director who did the
production with the Marmur translation at Reed College last year. Both of them cited a
book that was printed over 40 years ago. I can't find it currently in print. I think I'm
going to apply for the royalties with Samuel French on-line, and see what happens.
Monday, September 20, 2004
I started the blocking today. This has always been one of the most difficult parts
of directing for me. Things always look so different on stage with actual bodies than they
do in my head. I explained to the actors about using diagonals and triangles so that they
would be able to monitor themselves, and hopefully step back into the correct place. We
worked on the first "chase" scene where Argan runs after the maid, Toinette. I tried to
plan the groundplan of the furniture so that they would have plenty of obstacles to run
around, but in the end I opted to simplify the chase by having them run a figure eight
pattern around the bed and table. It reminded me of a cartoon chase. My assistant director
said he thought of the Keystone cops when he saw it. Hopefully, it will still have the
correct timing when the lines are memorized!
Tuesday, September 21, 2004
The second half of act II is turning out to be harder than the "chase" scene. I'm
working with an inexperienced actor who seems to be less than comfortable moving
about on the stage. I'll need to figure out some exercises or warm-ups to loosen him up a
bit.
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On the bright side, the school's best cello player talked to me about playing in the
quartet. Her schedule is pretty full, so she may not be able to rehearse a lot, and she can't
audition this week, but she wants to play for the show. I gave her the music, since I'm not
likely to get another cellist to audition.
Wednesday, Sept~mber 22, 2004
Auditions for the string quartet are today. They were posted for over a week, and I
talked to several interested students in the orchestra, but it is 3: 15 now, and no one has
showed up. The auditions are over in 15 minutes. When I originally spoke to our
composer about using a string quartet as accompaniment, I guess I always had it in the
back ofmy mind that I could take one of the violin parts ifl absolutely needed to. I could
even play the viola or cello again, if I could borrow an instrument. But I certainly can't
play all the parts. It's 3:30pm. I'm officially "stood up". I've never had auditions end like
this before! I'm really keeping my fingers crossed for tomorrow.
Thursday, September 23, 2004.
A viola player came to talk to me about playing in the quartet. She's leaving town
and can't make it to auditions, so I'll hear her play next week. Two violinists came to
audition today after school. They seem to play very well. It looks like I have my quartet,
just barely! I'm extremely relieved.
I tried blocking the large group seen with the two Diafoirus's today. It's not quite
working the way I'd planned it, so I'll have to go back to the drawing board. The stage
still seems very wide, even though I've used the main curtain to narrow the proscenium.
I'll have to re-plan some of the pictures I want to end up with in this scene.
Monday, September 27, 2004
We had the first crew meeting today. I have pretty much planned out most of the
set (we're renting a backdrop) and costumes (we're renting most of them), but I still
wanted to give the kids a chance to have input in a few of the design elements. This is
usually a very frustrating process because these kids don't know what to do, and I don't
have a lot of time to teach them. I'll tell them what we need, and ask them to do some
research. We'll keep it very basic and simple. The set crew will need to come up with
what the bed will look like, and the wall with the window for the Polichinelle scene. I've
also asked them to pool resources and ask family members for leads on period-looking
furniture. That will probably be the most difficult part of the set. For the costume
department, I've asked them to research gypsies and uniforms of this time period. To
hopefully save some money, we will be costuming the string quartet and the musical
interludes. The costumes for everyone in the stage play will be rented.
I sent home a letter requesting parent help today, which listed a lot of our "hard to
find" items and jobs. I normally don't get much of a response from parents, but every
once in a while I'll get lucky. We'll see what happens.
For the rehearsal today, we didn't have access to the stage. I rearranged my room
the best I could to simulate the stage to do some more blocking. It is still less than ideal to
do blocking in these conditions.
Tuesday, September 28, 2004
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Again, we are not on stage today because an outside group is using the stage. I've
chosen another small scene with only a few people to block. This is the Monsieur
Purgon's scene. This actor is a very intense and unpredictable. He wants to start out the
scene screaming. I'm trying to get him to build the intensity, and vary his tactics in
ridiculing Argan. I know from previous experience with him that the louder he gets, the
more strident his voice sounds. He isn't able to relax enough o produce a clear sound
quality when he's yelling. He also has a problem with articulation when he starts
speaking more quickly. Articulation will likely be a big challenge for other members of
this cast as well, since several of them wear braces. For all these initial rehearsals, I am
reminding them to slow down and take time with those words.
Thursday, September 29, 2004
We were finally able to be back on the stage to finish blocking the Diafoirus
scenes. After some more thought and planning, I think the scene looks better than last
week. We blocked another "chase" scene, this time where Thomas Diafoirus slowly
chases Angelique around the chaise that her father is seated on. I tried to explain to them
that it was my homage to the table scene in Tartuffe, where Orgon hides under the table
as the salacious priest pursues Orgon's wife. I'm sure it was lost on them, since none of
them have read Tartuffe. But I think it is one ofmy favorite moments in the play so far. I
really love what John Levesque has brought out in this character.
Friday, October 1, 2004
We are only a couple weeks into rehearsals, and it has already been a struggle to
balance the paper load in my English classes with the preparations for the play. I spent 5
hours last Sunday grading essays, and I'll probably spend another 5 hours this weekend
on grading. There's always so many balls I'm juggling, trying to keep them all in the air
at once. I've already dropped one- I did not reserve the backdrop that I originally
wanted for the show. I'll have to go with my second choice. It may look a bit more like
Victorian England than Neo-classical France, but hopefully the audience won't really
know the difference.
I got the royalties contract from Samuel French, Inc., so that is one less thing to
worry about.
Tuesday, October 5, 2004
I had an epiphany today about how to tie together the musical interludes. Most
translations don't include the musical interludes because they don't have much to do with
the story of the play. I fell in love with the interludes last summer when we did a group
reading of the play for Dr. Meshke's class at the summer institute. Daryl Hovis and Bob
Hunt improvised the singing parts, and it was absolutely hilarious (or maybe at that point
in the summer we were just exhausted, and anything would have been funny-- who
knows?) The songs were random and quirky, very much like Monty Python. I didn't
really want to use the second musical interlude, until I thought of having guys dressed up
as gypsies and singing the girls' parts. When I talked to Kristin this summer about
scoring the parts for guys, we decided that it would be funny if there were two girls and
two guys singing the four parts. That way the girls could play it straight and the guys
could play for laughs. It has been nagging me for a while, though, that this might be a bit
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too random to throw at our audience. I also don't want to get into trouble in this
conservative community! I think I'm going to change the roles around a bit and have
Polichinelle on the run from one of the night patrol guys at the end of the first interlude.
Then they can come back in the second interlude and be in "disguise" as gypsy
girl/actors.
Wednesday, October 6, 2004
We blocked the finale today. Due to confusion about the schedule, and conflicts
of several actors, we were missing several people, so I'm sure I'll end up teaching the
whole thing again. When Kristin and I talked about this number before she scored it, I
told her I wanted something that was a cross between a religious ceremony (we were both
raised Catholic, as was Moliere) and a TV commercial jingle. When the kids learned the
song last week, they came out of the rehearsal saying it was the most annoying song
they'd ever heard, and that it would be stuck in their head for weeks. That proves that
Kristin did exactly what I wanted her to do. I tried to make the movements to the dance
extremely simple, repetitive, and kind of corny-looking. I don't have a dance background,
but I think I have the effect I wanted.
Thursday October 7, 2004
Today was the first day I tried to divide myself between my actors and the string
quartet. Unfortunately, only two of the quartet showed up. I'm starting to feel very ·
nervous about the quartet again. The orchestra director assures me that these girls are
very self-directed, and they'll be fine ifleft on their own. I sure hope he's right.
I'm also becoming more dismayed by the lack of commitment to this project.
Several cast members expressed displeasure at having to rehearse today, because there's
a three-day weekend starting tomorrow. They apparently felt entitled to have this
afternoon off as well. I've been trying to work around actor's schedules to give them a
chance to be involved in other activities and jobs, but it is getting a little ridiculous.
Monday, October 11, 2004
Today was the first day off book. The lead actors have obviously done a lot of
work on their lines. Some of the actors with much smaller parts obviously put in very
little time on their parts. I don't allow them to pick up their scripts, no matter what, so I
spent the rehearsal making a to-do list for the production staff while the ASM's fed some
of the actors every single line.
Tuesday, October 12, 2004
Today, we worked off book again. A few more actors knew more of their lines
today. We worked on the Thomas Diafoirus/Angelique chase scene again. I'm really
enjoying the way the Thomas Diafoirus character is turning out. He's the perfect blend of
stupid and sleazy.
Wednesday, October 13, 2004
It seems like such a waste to have the stage during their first week off book. We
can't get much done, just a few blocking adjustments.
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Thursday, October 14, 2004
I switched rehearsals today to accommodate another kid's activity schedule today.
I guess it didn't really matter, because the stage was set up with music stands for the
symphony concert rehearsal. We blocked the first interlude as best we could on the apron.
The quartet rehearsed today, but a couple of them got there very late, and the first
violinist was not able to make it at all because she was at a funeral. This is so frustrating,
because Mr. Fryhling was able to rehearse with them today, but they did not get to have
much of a practice.
Friday, October 15, 2004
The stage was still full of stuff, so we just ran some of the fast-paced scenes with
Argan and Toinette. We took some time to do some of these scenes slowly and clearly,
and then gradually sped them up. Another of my favorite moments is the "pillow fight"
where Argan and Toinette, tug a pillow back and forth as they argue about Angelique's
upcoming marriage. It is hard to get those lines right, because some of them are so
similar.
Saturday, October 16, 2004
I had a quartet rehearsal today for a couple of hours. It actually turned into a trio
rehearsal because the viola player was at a swim meet. I figured three was better than
none. I was able to get out my violin and actually play with them, and we went over a
few of the cuts and repeats that have become necessary. Best of all, I could devote the
whole time to them because I didn't have actors to worry about.
Monday, October 18, 2004
Our male understudy, Bryan Corley, came up to me with some very disturbing
news this morning. Apparently, John Levesque, who plays Thomas Diafoirus , was
playing football over the weekend and blew out his knee. John said to Bryan, "I guess
you'd better start learning my part." I told Bryan that wasn't a bad idea, but that we'd
have to wait and see what would happen. I'm trying not to panic, but all I can think about
is that this is the end of my homage to Tartuffe that I was so proud of.
We rehearsed the Gypsy interlude today by weaving around the risers and
speakers that were set up on the stage for the choir concert this week.
Tuesday, October 19, 2004
John Levesque came to see me today. He was using crutches, and had a huge
brace on his knee. He said his doctor will be checking to see if he tore his ACL. If not, he
should be okay to do the show with a brace on. Ifhe did tear it, he may need surgery in
the next couple weeks. I'm still resisting the urge to panic and change the blocking, but
I'm wondering if I should call the costume rental place and have them fix a special pair
of pants for him that will accommodate the brace.
Wednesday, October 20, 2004
Amy (Toinette) wanted to skip rehearsal to go to Powder Puff football practice
today. She said she was already excused from rehearsal for this week because she put it
on her audition form. She said she'd just be gone for today, and she'd be there for the rest
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of the week. I was in the middle of a crew meeting when she asked (or rather informed)
me, so I didn't have time to object. Her audition form said she was going to Florida to do
some college visits, but her family must have canceled the trip because of the recent
hurricanes.
Thursday, October 21, 2004
Josh Stanfield, one of the night patrol, asked me if we could do his scene first
during rehearsal today so he could go to Powder Puff cheerleader practice. I told him yes,
that was the only scene we were doing today, so of course it would be first. I guess we
had a misunderstanding, because both Josh and Bryan (the other night patrol guy) went to
Powder Puff cheerleader practice first, leaving me to send people out to the gym to track
them down. To make matters worse, Mr. Fryhling was there to help with the rehearsal.
We waited at least 20 minutes for those boys to finally show up. We couldn't really do
anything else, because the actor playing Polichinelle was 15 minutes late because he
thought there was a crew meeting today, and had gotten confused about the schedule.
My stage manager and assistant stage managers approached me after the rehearsal
about some concerns with the cast. Apparently, one of our lead actresses did not really
want to be in the show in the first place, and she'd been bad-mouthing the show and the
rehearsal process to anyone who will listen. I agreed that the morale issue needed to be
addressed, and I told them I'd talk to the cast tomorrow.
Friday, October 22, 2004
It was an early release day today, and I gave up my lunch hour between teacher
meetings to rehearse the final musical interlude with the full cast. After the hour was up, I
gave them "the talk" that I'm sure directors have been giving actors since the beginning
of time. Basically I tried to explain how important this show is to me, and that being in a
show like this means work. It doesn't happen by accident, or by magic. Real actors use
the rehearsal process to work on their characters in order to make the show the best it can
possibly be. I left my assistant director in charge of running through act II with the cast,
and I went to my afternoon meeting. I hope they got the point.
Monday, October 25, 2004
I had a "Trouble Spot" rehearsal scheduled with scenes between Argan,
Angelique, and Toinette. I wanted to take some time and slow down the pace of some of
those high energy scenes so we don't completely lose articulation. Amy (Toinette) never
showed up. Apparently she told some people she was excused all week because of her
college visit in Florida, and she wasn't going to come to rehearsal. I sent my ASM's to
Powder Puff Football practice to see if she was there. They could only find the junior
team practicing, not the seniors. We called all her friends' cell phones. None of them
answered. Finally we called home. Her mother assumed she was at play practice. After
the speech I gave on Friday, this is a huge slap in the face to all of us. Kevin (Argan) is
upset, because he really wanted the concentrated practice with Amy to get their scenes
right. Without her, we couldn't do any of the scenes I'd planned, just small pieces with
Angelique. Melissa Queen (Beralde) just happened to be hanging around, so I had her go
over the scenes with Argan, otherwise it would have been a completely wasted afternoon.
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I'm facing a very difficult decision. According to our company rules contract, I
can remove cast members at any time for bringing down cast morale. The last time
something close to this happened was three years ago. I had a lead actor blow off the last
rehearsal before dress rehearsal week to go to the movies with his friends. I didn't have
an understudy to replace him, so I did what was best for the show and kept him for the
rest of the run, and never cast him in anything again. Since he was a senior, this wasn't
much of a punishment, and I always regretted not booting him out and making a strong
statement to the underclassmen that this is not something I take lightly. This time, we do
have an understudy, and I could make some casting adjustments to replace Toinette. It
might be better for my drama program, but it would not be good for my show. I keep
thinking of the debate of which is more important in educational theater, the "process", or
the "product"?
I'll talk to Amy first thing tomorrow. I probably won't sleep much tonight.
Tuesday, October 26, 2004
I guess "product" wins. I decided to let Amy keep her part. With only two weeks
until dress rehearsal, I couldn't bring myself to put the rest of the cast through a major
over-haul. But I won't feel good about this choice until I see if her attitude has changed.
Wednesday, October 27, 2004
I have been racking my brain for the last couple of weeks trying to figure out how
to cut down on the length of time that the scene changes will take. The biggest scene
change is from Argan's living room, to the night scene for the Polichinelle interlude. The
only other major changes are bringing the string quartet on and off for the other two
songs. I'd entertained the notion of building a large wagon-unit, and wheel the quartet on
from the wings. I also considered leaving stands and chairs in one place for the whole
show. We usually do the scene changes in the blackout, but they tend to be interminably
long. Having scene changes in blackout or during two short intermissions would kill the
pace of the show. I decided to make the running crew part of the show as coromedia-style
players. I recruited extra kids from my drama class, and scheduled the rehearsal for today
and tomorrow after our regular rehearsal.
Saturday, October 30, 2004
Greg and I had planned on rehearsing with the string quartet today, but only two
of them showed up. Greg worked with them while I managed our first work party. The
set crew put the bed together, so all we had to do today was make it look fancy. I finally
found a use for the old red piano cover. It looks fantastic on the bed. We put together the
street scene walls and bushes. We didn't finish as much as I'd wanted because the
auditorium was being used that evening for a Warren Miller ski film.
The first musical interlude has a part where the night patrol give Polichinelle a
beating. I'd been reading that the Conunedia troupes used a slapstick to hit each other
with, which produced a lot noise without hurting very much. But how do you make one?
I had two students researching the problem, but they haven't been able to come up with
anything we can really use. They've found music store web sites that sell hinged boards
with holes in it to be used a percussion instruments. But I can't see how we can use that,
since it needs to be operated with two hands to produce the sound. I got on the internet
today and found out that the Italian term for the stick was battacio, and it consisted of two
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thin pieces of wood that make a slapping sound on contact. I started poking about our
shop, where my husband had just finished making new trim for the windows. I found two
long Y-i inch pieces of cedar. One had a slight bow in it. I taped them together, and it
made a beautiful slapping sound. How could something so simple have given me such a
headache?
Monday, November 1, 2004
This week, I'd planned to have the quartet rehearse on stage with the actors
during the full run today. However, since we didn't have the viola player anyway, it
seemed more prudent to have the music people work with Mr. Fryhling, while I
attempted to get through a full run with the rest of the cast. I'm not really worried about
the play itself, but I'm feeling uneasy about the music, and we're running out of time to
fix it.
I managed to find two large pieces of carpet and one large colorful area rug to
mask footfalls with. They don't match anything, and one carpet is kind of stained, but the
audience can't see the floor of the stage at all when they are seated. My options are to
have crummy, ugly carpet, or to have Wes complain about loud footsteps on the hollow
stage. Since we've added a lot of falls and tumbling, it would be to out advantage to
cover the stage floor with a little extra cushioning. I've also noticed that there is a strange
squeak where our new pit cover meets the main stage floor. Couldn't hurt to try to mask
that, too.
Tuesday, November 2, 2004
We put the quartet on stage today, and got through most of the show. We stopped
to run the first interlude several times. I think it is going to work out, but it sounds a little
rough. The quartet is having a lot of pitch and counting problems.
Wednesday, November 3, 2004
Another bombshell dropped today. My stage manager came in during 4th hour to
have me sign his withdrawal form. He's withdrawing from school with a serious medical
problem and moving to Spokane immediately. He can't even return is text book-he says
he'll mail it to me. This has taken me completely by surprise. I had no idea that there was
anything wrong with him. And now there is five days until our first dress rehearsal. We
have two very competent ASM's, but they have never called a show before. I don't think
Nick had a chance to teach them how to do that yet. We've already worked Beth into our
running crew-clown routines. Maggie will have to step up and be the stage manager. In
the meantime, I'll try not to panic. The show is not that complicated-it could be a lot
worse.
At the rehearsal today, the actor playing Monsieur Purgon somehow missed his
entire scene. He was at school at 2:45. I told him rehearsal started at 3pm, and that we
were starting with Act III. He showed up around 3 :45 and tried to apologize to me for
being late. I was so angry I couldn't even speak to him. On one of the breaks, I went back
to my room to grab something, and noticed a large group of cast members huddled
around my TV playing a video game that someone had brought in. Fortunately for M.
Purgon, I didn't put two and two together until after everyone had gone home. I'm sure I
would have lost my job after throwing this kid and his video game out the door without
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bothering to open it first. Apparently, this actor decided that the cast needed to experience
a new video game that he'd gotten, and he went back to his house to get his Xbox so they
could all play it. That is why he missed his entire scene. To make matters worse, I can't
replace him. It was the understudy who drove him to his house to get the game!
Thurday, November 4, 2004
The string quartet needed more help. The only thing I could think to do was to
play with them and take it very slowly to check pitch. We had everyone except for the
cellist today, so Greg sat in and played a string bass. We ran the interludes with the
singers a couple times, then the quartet moved into Greg's room. I was wishing I could
split myself in half so I could be in two places at once. My assistant director ran the
rehearsal on stage with the actors, while I stayed with the quartet. Maggie, the new Stage
manager, ran the running crew practice in the lobby. Talk about multi tasking! I gave the
running crew the day off tomorrow. We'll put it all together on Monday with them.
Friday, November 5, 2004
It was our last rehearsal before dress rehearsal week and we finally got through a
full run, even if it was without the running crew. We still managed it in under 2 hours.
The first violinist was gone, so I sat in and played the part. I didn't get a very clear
perspective of how the interludes went, but the rest of the show went well.
Saturday, November 6, 2004
It was our last chance to finish up the set with the work party today. The costumes
came in, so we fitted the actors. The measurements that we gave the Herff Jones
company for the graduation robes aren't going to work. We didn't figure on needing
extra length for the women, so that their large dresses would be covered. We'll have to do
some switching around. Some of the guys will be wearing very short robes, but I hope it
will still look okay.
Sunday, November 7, 2004
My husband and I attached the bedposts to the bed today. I think (hope?) that is
the last piece of the set.
Monday, November 8, 2004
The parent/teacher conferences for Richland High School were today. It made for
a very long night, since I couldn't start my dress rehearsal until conferences were over.
Luckily, the kids were pretty close to ready to go when I got there at six o'clock. We had
a major costume malfunction with Argan's pants. The measurements we gave the rental
company probably did not leave any room for the repetitive movement of crawling on
and off of that big bed. We'll have to come up with a different pair of pants for him. One
cast member actually fainted during the finale. The weight of her heavy costume, plus the
robe, plus the exertion of running to make her entrance made her woozy. It was a learning
experience all around. To top off the evening, the local police showed up while I was
giving notes. They'd seen some kids running around in the auditorium, and wanted to
know if they were supposed to be there so late.
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Tuesday, November 9, 2004
The second violinist didn't show up until the last interlude today. Apparently she
was just confused about the schedule. Monday and Wednesday had a 6:00 curtain
because of parent conferences, but Tuesday was a 4:00 curtain. Other than that this
rehearsal was fairly uneventful-thank goodness. I drove to my Mom's house on my prep
hour this morning to grab her dining room chairs. I just wasn't happy with the plain
wooden ones we were using. Hers actually match the footstool we made, so they're
perfect for the quartet.
Wednesday, November 10, 2004
The video of Monday's dress rehearsal didn't tum out very well, so my husband
came after work to video today's rehearsal. Once again, I attended parent teacher
conferences in the gym while my cast got ready to go in the auditorium. The show went
well, but some of the actors are going way too fast. I reminded them of that when I gave
notes, and I'll remind them again tomorrow after warm-ups. It looked like the bed was
positioned too far stage right. I'll have to fix that for tomorrow night.
Thursday, Novemeber 11, 2004
We had a very nice crowd for opening night. They were very receptive, and they
did enjoy the first two musical interludes. I am breathing a sigh ofrelief. The show went
well, except for the added adrenalin that comes with having an audience seems to have
increased the pace, and a lot of dialogue is being lost. I should have expected that. Looks
like the horse is headed for the barn-I'm not sure how to reign it in at this point. I just
hope Wes can understand them tomorrow.
Friday, November 12, 2004
I thought we'd be home free during the run of the show, with no interruptions
from outside groups, but today the school ASB staged a Veteran's Day assembly in the
Auditorium. We had to move everything back behind the main curtain line, and roll up
our carpets. Unfortunately, we spiked the furniture on the carpet, but we neglected to
spike where the carpets went. I was praying that the students would mess with the
thousands of dollars worth of props, costumes, and backdrops that I had to store
backstage.
We managed to the stage back in order, but the custodial staff had not come in to
clean the house and lobby after 2,000 RHS students tramped through. With about 20
minutes before we were supposed to open the house, I raided the janitor's closet for
vacuum cleaners, and had 3 students vacuum the mud, leaves, and grass from the carpet.
If anything else was out of place during the show, I didn't notice. Wes gave my
students some useful feedback after the show. It really helps to have some one other than
me tell them they need to slow down!
Saturday, November 13, 2004
This was probably our best performance. I'll probably use it for the final video.
Either Wes' advice helped, or they were getting tired, because the pace was slightly
slower and it was easier to understand them.
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As we strike the set and clean up, some of the actors observe that the end of the
show is a sad thing. I'm usually too relieved to feel sad, and this show is no exception. I
just feel glad that this was such a great learning experience for everyone involved, myself
included.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

November 15, 2004

' translated by Mildred Marmur, at Richland
THE IMAGINARY INVALID by Moliere,
High School, Richland, Washington
Viewed Friday night, November 12, 2004
Directed by Dawn Schoepflin in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree,
Master of Arts in Theatre Production
\

THE IMAGINARY INVALID is Moliere's final play and also the play he was
acting at the time of his death. The play is often produced in America in different
translations. This was the first time I have heard the Marmur translation and it seems
honest to the writer s intentions and accessible to the actors. Offered by high schools
colleges, and many professional theatres each year, the play captures one of Molie e's
typical social observations - this time regarding the medical profession. The spirit of the
time, the look of the period, and a wonderful plot are all combined to create a very
accessible play. The play abounds with opportunities for both professional and amateur
actors. All can have fun with these characters and with this plot.
Dawn has remained true to the period and the script. The overall "look" is
fetching, and the technical production is strong in most ways. Supported by her staff
(auditorium personnel, music director Greg Fryhling, composer Kristin Gordon George,
and her students), the production is made to fit the large Richland High School
Auditorium stage, a singular accomplishment, as the play could have been lost on that
huge stage. Dawn wisely brings the play downstage and closes in the wings to give her a
24 foot proscenium. In this setting, the action flows very nicely. In fact, the pacing is
one of the real strengths of the production.
My comments about the quality of the show are based on comparison to similar
master's thesis productions around the country.
Of considerable importance for this play is the ability of the director to draw
truthful performances from the actors. This is a huge task in high school theatre, as the
director often must teach basic acting before she can begin on the play that is in rehearsal,
and she must work with those students who are available and willing to make a serious
commitment to a lengthy rehearsal period.
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As with dance, music, art, and some sports, theatre provides a clear measurement
of achievement, as the director/performer responds to training and demonstrates learning.
The demonstration is in the public arena. In high school theatre, especially if the director
selects to produce a classical work, all of her strengths and weaknesses are displayed to
the public.
Dawn's production is extremely successful in some areas and needs more work in
others. Of special importance is the invaluable learning experience the production has
been for the students. They've learned how to evaluate and speak the techniques of high
comedy, how to speak and understand seventeenth century language, how to understand
play structure, basic acting, technology, design, and the integration of all of these
elements to create harmony. The students involved in the production probably won't
realize the extent of their learning and growth for many years. But one day they will look
back on this experience and realize what a successful production they assembled.
The overall design and technology of the production is quite strong, thanks to the
very wise decision to rent a backdrop and costumes, both of which clearly define the
period. Furniture pieces created for the show mostly work, if not quite seventeenth
century. The program does not credit anyone with the lighting, but it is serviceable. The
wigs and make up work well, as does the stage management (most of the time). We did
have to wait on the quartet and there are some other moments of blank time. I especially
admire the director's intent that the set creates an environment for the play, and the effect
of the costumes supports that environment. Both support the play and the actors in
necessary and helpful ways.
A working chandelier would be a nice touch to cap the downstage area. Sound is
fine, as is the elegant touch of a real string quartet to back up the interludes. I love the
pre-show, interlude, and scene change music.
A real strength is Dawn's idea to use interlude routines. She has developed lazzi
for fun and scene change cover. The audience appreciates the activity and the students
seem to love playing the bits. And Dawn has cut the play to ninety minutes performed
without an intermission. These decisions create an overall sense of artistic control for the
production.
The floor plan is a bit of a problem, as the bed's location forces too much action
downstage, creating awkward blocking moments. For the most part the actors move well,
they just get themselves into difficult downstage placement that is hard to get out of. The
director would have more opportunities for lovely stage pictures if the bed were located
more upright.
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Acting, as in all high school productions, varies from experienced to beginner and that is as it should be. Kevin Harris works hard as Argan and is mostly successful
with the role. His energy is catching and he works well with the other actors. Amy
Narquis looks wonderful as Toinette, has a good voice for the character, and proceeds to
speak too fast most of the time. But she certainly possess the physical qualities to be
excellent in the role. The other actors are generally successful in varying degrees,
depending on experience. I especially enjoy John Bagaglio's control of the language, and
Melissa Queen for the same reason. Stephen Baird made good use of Pulcinella's comic
material. Everyone does their job and everyone captures a sense and spirit of the
character they play. For the most part, the costumes help them considerably.
Projection is only a problem when actors face into the wings; and this is a
technique that can be learned.
Dawn's skills include an excellent sense of tempo and energy, which the show
has, and for the most part the elimination of "let's pretend," the nemesis of amateur
theatre. There's none of that, and this draws a great bravo! from me. Also the staging is
motivated. Dawn has a pretty good grasp on what she's doing, and this production leaves
little doubt about that.
One of Dawn's jobs as director is to apply what she is learning in the master's
program to her production. This challenge can often be very difficult, especially when
working with young students. But creating a real experience has to be the goal and RHS
has created for the most part a real experience. I look forward to seeing another show in
the future.
I enjoyed my evening; like the publicity that was widespread in the community
and on a moving sign on the street, like the lobby display, and find the experience overall
a successful production. Thanks for the lovely evening.

Wesley Van Tassel, Ph.D.
Professor
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Self Evaluation
Now that the project is over and I've had some time to reflect, I find myself
having positive feelings about my direction ofMoliere's The Imaginary Invalid. On the
whole, I am very proud of the choices I made for this show. Rather than taking the easy
way out and directing a fluffy comedy we could do in our sleep, I took on the challenge
of directing these kids in their very first period play. I further compounded the challenges
of this play by insisting that we do the musical interludes as well. Any time a director and
actors step outside their comfort zones, they are taking a great risk. With so many
elements to fuse together, there is a risk that not all the pieces will fit just right. Some
times the pieces get put in backward, and all you can do is cover it over with duct tape
and hope it holds. We had a few lumps and bumps in this production, but I believe that
we all learned something, and came away with a better understanding of our craft.
I felt that the biggest strengths of this production were in the energy and
characterizations that the actors brought to the stage. Sometimes the energy seemed a bit
too great as the actors shouted and rushed through their lines, but the actors were only
responding to a director who had cracked the whip from the beginning, stressing that a
lively pace was the key to this comedy. These young actors had never been trained in
classical movement before, but they rose to the occasion. I am especially proud of the
running crew/commedia clowns, who created some adorable comedy routines in a very
short amount of time. Their parts helped hold the pace of the show, and didn't allow for a
lag in the momentum that a blackout set change would have created. All the actors
showed a great deal of growth as they moved as their characters on stage. The biggest
boost happened when they got into their costumes for the first time. Witnessing the
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transformation was truly magical. I wanted them to learn about the style of Commedia
dell arte, and use it to create a basis for their characters. I think we achieved that.
Audience members could not stop commenting to me about the fabulous
costumes and the grand backdrop. I wished we could take credit for creating them
ourselves, but just having them really enhanced the production. They became another one
of its strengths, along with the stage pictures I was able to create with the blocking. At
the same time, renting these elements solved one of the problems we always have while
producing theater at the Richland High School Auditorium. There is really no space to
build and store costumes or set pieces. Because of the constant use of the facility by
outside groups, there is never sufficient time to build a large set on stage. Another
limitation of the facility is its immense space, both on the stage, and in the house. I
brought the action of the play onto the apron and never used the main curtain. Instead, I
partially closed the main curtain in order to narrow the proscenium considerably. This
gave us nice areas on the far sides of the apron for the string quartet.
As an educator of teenagers, I have to have a realistic picture of what we can
achieve together. Often, things don't tum out the way we want or expect. Rather than
exploding or criticizing, I have to remind myself to say, "Okay! What did we learn?"
Anything that goes wrong or becomes a weak spot is an opportunity for learning and
growth, certainly for them, but especially for me. One of part of this production that did
not meet my expectations was the string quartet. An overwhelming number of schedule
conflicts did not allow enough time to rehearse the pieces. I'll be sure to remedy the
situation if I decide to do something similar in the future. I was also never quite happy
with some of the blocking because of the way I'd set my groundplan. When doing a
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single unit-set for a show, it is critical to think through the entire show, trying several
configurations of the groundplan before settling on the final placement.
Handling actors is often a tricky proposition for any director. The difficulty is
compounded for high school directors because we're dealing with 14-17 year old kids.
Some are mature beyond their years. Others have a great deal of mental and emotional
maturity to acquire. It is hard to develop a plan for dealing with them, because each
student and each situation is different. This show highlighted for me the importance of
having a variety of strategies for dealing with actors. Simply telling them repeatedly to
"slow down and enunciate" or "pick up your cues faster" doesn't work. Directors need to
have an arsenal of exercises that show the actors what needs to be done. If I could do the
show again, I'd spend more time working on this area, and stressing the discipline that
acting requires.
In the end, I hope that these kids came away with a sense of pride and
accomplishment about what we did with The Imaginary Invalid. I'm proud of the fact
that we took on this challenging show, and did not let a few difficulties prevent us from
presenting it. All hardships provide opportunities for growth. It is up to the individual,
whether it be an actor or director, to embrace the challenge, struggle with it, and learn
from it. If some measure of advancement occurred, there can be no regrets.
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IDawn Schoepflin - Re: Moliere pronunciation guide
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Andrew Koller
Schoepflin, Dawn

9/16/2004 10:23:01 AM
Re: Moliere pronunciation guide

see my phonetics below
Monsieur Drew Koller
French Teacher
Richland High School
930 Long Avenue
Richland, WA 99352

509.942.2500
home e-mail:
»> Dawn Schoepflin 9/16/2004 9:01 :27 AM»>
Greetings from the drama world!
I was wondering if you could give us a quick phonetic pronunciation guide for some of our characters- just
shoot me back a quick email:
Argan Are-gahn
Polichinelle Poh-lee-shee-nell
Cleante Clay-ahnt
Purgon Poor-gohn
Bonnefoy Bun-fwah
Fleurant Fle-ahnt
Louison Loo-ee-zohn
Diafoirus Dee-ah-fwah-roos
We'll probably do a bit of Anglicizing of the names, but I'd like to have it based on authentic pronuciation.
Thanks bunches!
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

rD

"Dawn Schoepflin" <dawn .schoepflin@verizon.net>
<dawn .schoepflin@rsd.edu>
1/12/2005 11: 13:57 AM
FW: Bio

-----Original Message----From : Kristin Gordon George
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2004 10:16
To: Dawn Schoepflin
Subject: Bio
Kristin Gordon received her bachelors degree in music with an emphasis in
composition and vocal performance from Gonzaga University in 2000. That
same year, she won the Washington State Student Composer's Award hosted by
Opus 7 for her choral setting of "Regina Coeli." Her Easter cantata's "A
Creation Cycle" and "Song of Light" were commissioned by the Niwot United
Methodist Church choir in 2002 and 2003. Her most recent work has been in
collaboration with her husband, Thomas George: "Grace in Midwinter," a
Christmas cantata, also comm issioned by Niwot United Methodist Church. She
is currently compiling a series of breath prayers, music to be used as
meditation.

Does this work for you? If you need more, let me know.
Love ya, sis!
Kristin
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\To Do List for .D awn Schoepflin

Priorit 1
D Rehearsal schedule, prod staff meeing schedule,
costume parade, photo call, set strike, Thrift rack
run, post mortem, crew view,
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Calendars of deadlines
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list
D Schedule auditions, work parties, dress rehearsals,
post mortem
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Set design
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

Director's list Items

D Royalties
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Parent emails entered
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list
D Order scripts
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Audition forms
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list
D Plan auditions
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

Priority 2

D Secure outside help- -choreography, set, etc
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Set up time to visit RLOC
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Acting & crew contract
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Blocking- ground plan
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Secure royalties
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Lighting requirements to Jeff
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Talk to Alan about when his stuff is going to be on

D T-shirt design
Due Date:
Category:

stage for his concerts
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Tour-set up schedule on one day, send out letters
to schools EARLY
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Purchase the supplies
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list
D Letter soliciting help from parents
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

None
Director's list

D Send out press release- set up time for photo with
Herald
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Publicity list-press release
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list
D Schedule after school 2-3 weeks before dress
reh.-email Caren
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Research show time period
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Paper tech w/ SM, and designers
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Read script several times
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Schedule periodic checks for Prod. Staff
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Crew aps
Due Date:
Category:

D Visit Tour Sites to scope out the area
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

5/28/2004 10:42 AM

None
Director's list
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To Do List for Dawn Schoepflin
D Secure necessary Lapel mies
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Get an extra costume rack
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Get lists of Prod. Areas to Prod coordinator
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

Director's list Items

D Plan all tasks to be completed at the work party(s)
Due Date:
Category:

1/12/2004
Director's list

D Notify Carolyn about tickets needed
Due Date:
Category:

1/21/2004
Director's list

D Make-up training
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Research costumes
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Running crew training-dry tech
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Parent supervisors for prod. Staff
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Set up parents to sell tickets

D Students for production staff
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

D Specialty make-up prep

D find SM, PC, DAS

D Create a sign up for the work party(?)
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Contact parents about what they can help with
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Publicity to Janet & Robin
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

Priorit 3
D Rent drop
Due Date:
Category:

12/31/2003
Director's list

D Do PO 's for T shirts, Lowe's , Freddies,
Due Date:
Category:

Due Date:
Category:

1/5/2004
Director's list

D Order make up
Due Date:
1/5/2004
Category:
Director's list

None
Director's list
None
Director's list

D List of supplies needed to purchase
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Usher school- house manager
Due Date:
Category:

D Emergencies
Due Date:
Category:

12/15/2003
Director's list

D Alarm in palm about getting tickets
Due Date:
Category:

Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list
None
Director's list

Priorit 4
D PO to ship back materials
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Strike list
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D Collect Librettos-Fri/sat of performance
Due Date:
Category:

None
Director's list

D PO for programs
Due Date:
Category:

1/7/2004
Director's list

D Program info (compile the lists)
Due Date:
Category:

5/28/2004 10:42 AM

1/7/2004
Director's list

Prio.rity 5
D Fines for scripts, costumes, etc.
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list

Page 2

ITo Do List for Dawn Schoepflin

Director's list Items

J

D Laundry & dry cleaning
Due Date:
None
Category:
Director's list
D Return materials at the end- get parents to make
sure
Due Date:
Category:

5/28/2004 10:42 AM

None
Director's list
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Audition Form
Imaginary Invalid Novembre 11, 12, 13
Name

-------- -----------

Grade- - - - - -

Height_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Hair Color_ _ _ __ _ __ _ __
5t11 hour teacher

- - --------

Home Phone#_ _ _ _ __ _

6th hour teacher

-------------

What is your primary mode of transportation?_ _ _ _ _ __

Please Note:
Rehearsals will generally run after school on Monday through Friday from 3:00pm to 5:30pm. These rehearsals will
start on Monday, Sept 13. During the week ofNov. 8 through Nov. 10, rehearsals will be later in the evening.
Actor's call will be at 6:00pm on performance dates. Crew call will be 5:30pm. The set strike will occur on Nov. 13
after the show, and last until the stage is cleared, and all make-up, props and costumes are put away. All cast and
crew are required to participate. Also, all cast and crew will be expected to parti\:ipate in at least one of the work
parties to build the set for the show. The first of these will occur in October. Once the schedule is handed out, you
will be expected to be at all the rehearsals you are scheduled for . That means arranging for time off from work, or
other activities. YOU MUST LIST ALL POSSIBLE CONFLICTS ON THIS AUDITION FORM. Any absence
from rehearsal other than the reasons you put on this form may be considered unexcused, and therefore grounds for
dismissal from the play. It is very important that you review your schedule carefully, and let us know immediately of
any changes that may occur. Actors will be asked to furnish part of their costumes, and buy a make-up kit ($14) for
the production.
Please list any conflicts you have (recurring or one-time only) between now and November 13 . Be complete! List
dates and times. Let us know if any of these conflicts can be moved, if necessary.

Do you have an after school job? __yes __no

Is your schedule flexible? __yes _no

Are you available for weekend rehearsals? __yes any time
_ _ Sundays are okay _ _Sunday evenings are okay

_ _Saturdays are okay

What experience do you have on stage or backstage? Please be complete, and specific.

*****Do you have any special talents, or a knack for doing something? (artistic, juggling, gymnastic, playing an
instrument, dance, music, athletics, etc.)

What part(s) are you interested in? _ _ I will take any part offered

I would be willing to take an understudy part. __yes
_ _no
(As an understudy, you would be asked to attend 2/3 ofall rehearsals, and fill in for an actor if they are sick. If an
actor is removed from a role, or too ill to continue, you would take his or her place from that point on.)
All persons cast i.n the production are encouraged to help out in a behind-the-scenes capacity. Please indicate the
areas you are most interested in helping with. (I for 1si choice, 2 for 2"d choice, etc.) Take a look at the job
descriptions sheet (orange packet) to get an idea of what each job involves.
I am interested in working on the production crew in the following area(s). Please indicate numerical preference:
Set
_ _Assist. Directing
_ _ Stage-Managerin-training

_ _Props
Costumes

Sound
_ _Publicity

_ _Make-up
_ _Running Crew

Would you be interested in taking a leadership position on one of these crews? (i.e. Costumes Chief, Sound
designer, etc.)

If you would like to take on extra responsibility, please fill out a crew application, and tum it in ASAP. Whether you
decide to do this or not, it will not affect the casting decision whatsoever.
Even if I am not cast, I would like to be involved on one of the crews I checked above.
_ _ I'm really just interested in an on-stage role at this time. I'd rather not help out back stage ifl am not cast in
the show.
What can you bring to this production if you were to be chosen as a member of the cast/crew?

What does having a "professional attitude" mean to you?

Company Rules
for the RHS Drama Department Production of

Imaginary Invalid Nov. 11, 12, 13
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

,. . ...

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

l ·-

II

~

19.
20.

21.
22.

No person is excused from rehearsals without previous permission.
Each person must be available on ALL scheduled rehearsals or meetings (except those in which he/she is
not involved or from which he/she has been previously excused.
An unexcused absence will result in prompt replacement of the actor or crew member.
If you are removed from the cast or crew of this production, you will not be considered for another show.
A student will be dropped from the cast of crew at any time the Director deems necessary (i.e. discipline
problems, apathy, insubordination, line memorization problems, destroying cast morale)
Lines MUST be memorized by the dates indicated on the rehearsal schedule.
Remember, other responsibilities often present themselves. This must come first!!!
All actors must obey backstage rules and expectations, and obey the personnel in charge.
A minimum of 15 hours of work on the set will be required for each cast member. Every member of the
cast and crew will pll rticipa e in the strike.
Actors will make themselves available for costume fittings; they will be responsible for caring for the
costumes, and returning them in good condition.
There will be no leaving during rehearsals for food or drinks.
Actors will be required to purchase an individual makeup kit for $14 if they do not already own stage
makeup. They must learn how to apply their own make-up (training workshop will be provided.)
We do not sacrifice academics for the arts. Academic grades must be kept in good order during the period
of participation in the production. Director may check up on grades.
All actors will be on time for rehearsals and bring the appropriate materials- i.e. scripts and pencils.
Actors need to be available if extra rehearsals are needed. Prior notice will be given.
Actors/Crew chiefs are responsible for scripts. You may write in them, but you will reimburse the Drama
Department $6.00 to replace a lost script.
All crew members will be on time to scheduled meetings/rehearsals/performances and will fulfill all
responsibilities for their positions.
All actors and crew are expected to sign in for all rehearsals, meetings, and performances. The stage
manager will post the sign in sheets in the drama room.
All rehearsals are closed; there will be no visitors allowed.
No actor or crew member will purchase anything for this production without the Director's okay and a
Purchase Order. Purchases made without Purchase Orders will not be reimbursed.
All cast and crew members will conduct themselves in a cooperative spirit and will adopt a
PROFESSIONAL attitude toward their roles, the cast and crew, and toward this production.
All cast and crew actively involved in the production (i.e. running crew, costumers, dressers, etc.) need to
clear their schedules for the week ofNov.8-13. ****Parents need to avoid scheduling appointments that
would take students away from rehearsals or performances.

I

•

I,
have read and understood the information and Company Rules on this form. I
understand that if I am accepted as a part ofithe cast or crew, my presence and cooperation are vital to the success of
the show. I am interested in being a part of the production, and I will abide by the Company Rules, and uphold the
standard ofi professionalism and excellence if I am accepted.

date

"sfii"dent signature

I•

To be considered for a position, you must have a parent signature as well.

.... .

r

I •

Parent signature

•
'•

• •

.

•
•

I

.

•

date

•••
I

•

I

Imaginary Invalid
Scene Breakdown

A Ct/ scene # p ag #
ACTI
I. I
43-44
I.2
44-45
45 -47
1.3
1.4
4 7-51
1.5
51-52
1.6
52-55
I. 7
55
1.8
56-61
ACT II
i-----·11. 1
62-64
II.2
64-68
11.3
68-71
- -Il.4
71-74

Tl
It e

Ch aracters

1--

Ar
Toin, Ar
Toin, Ang
Ar, Ang, Toin
Bel, Ar, Toin
Ar, Notary, Bel
Toin, Ang
Polich, Night Watch, wm~an

"Medical Bills"
"Who's the boss"
"Lovestruck"
"Unexpected news"
''Mama's boy"
"Trap"
"Call reinforcements"
"Musical interlude# l"

Toin, Cle, Ar, ng
"Music teacher?"
Toin, Ar, An g TD, MD, Cle
"Rival!"
(Toin, Ar, TD, MD) Cle, Ang
''Impro Opera''
Ar, Cle, Bel, TD, MD, Toin,
''The noose tightens"
Anfk
·-75-77
- Louison
Arga n
"Liar!"
-·-- ·"Entertainment"
77
Ar~ 1 Beralde
- -77-78 4 gypsies, Ar, Ber, 2
"Musical interlude #2"
_Nightwatch('?)
-I--'--

II.5
II.6
II. 7

ACT III
II 1.1
III.2
II I.3.
III.4
III.5

--

80-8585-87
87-93
·93-96
96end -

''About Doctors"
Meat"
Ar, Ber, Toin, Purgon, Fle~1rant -"Dead
·"Fake Doc"
Ar, Ber, Toin
"Fake Dead"
Toin, Bel, Ar, Ang , Cle, _Ber
Finale (interlude #3)
All cast

-Ber, Ar, Toin

·-
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Commedia Games/Warmups (Taken from Barry Grantham's Playing Commedia, Nick
Hern Books, UK, 2000.
HA
SILLY WALKS
--walk across the circle in a comedic way, accompanied by vocalization. Use rhythm and
repetition (hen flapping wings & clucking)
MAKE YOURSELF LAUGH
HARLEQUIN KNEES BEND
Start in 2ns position
1- demi plie
2- increase the bend
3- grand plie
4- straighten back to standing
Assume an increasing annoyed expression as you go down, deadpan as you come up.
HARLEQUIN SURPRISED
1- Raise the shoulders. Mime sudden surprise (jaw drops)
2- Sudden drop to full knee bend ( I don't believe it)
3- Sharply drop shoulders (slight aggressive)
4- Slowly straigten knees, wobble head from side to side (nonchalant- "see if I care"
HARLEQUIN HEARS NO GOOD OF HIMSELF
1- Raise right shoulder
2- Lunge right leg to the right, head and body facing front, but stick out ear (listening)
3- Drop right shoulder suddenly (Fancy saying that!)
4-Slowly return to upright position (mumble grumble)
PUT ON A HAPPY FACE
Wipe a smile on going up, off going down. Practice with both hands.
Mirror?
HAPPY FACE DUO
Partners can change their own or each other's expression
SAD TO HAPPY SCALE
Make the most miserable face and body expression.
Make the most joyful.
Find snapshots in between as the instructor counts down and up.
1-8 from sad to happy
8-1 from happy to sad- hold each number for 5 seconds.

JUMPING THE SCALE
Remember the order of the pictures-Leader will call out random numbers and they will
hold for 5 seconds.
WARM UP HANDS
Rotate wrists singly, then together, Inward and Outward. In=negative Out= positive
7 rotations out-happy, 7 in sad (go by degrees for each rotation.
3 out happy, 3 in sad
1 Yz out happy, 1 Yz in sad
Yz out happy, Yz in sad
PIERROT ROTATIONS
Arms out to sides, rotate from elbows.
As you rotate outwards (happy), bend knees into demi plie, end arms up.
As you rotate inwards,(sad) stand and tum knees inward and slump the body.

SHOULDER MOVEMENTS
Warm up shoulders.
Mirror your partner- add expressions to various shoulder movements.
FOOT ROTA TIONS
Warm up feet
BOLD AND SHY
4 rotations feet outward=bold (end on flexed foot, heel down.)
4 rotations hands outward, as you extend the arm= bold
4 rotations hand inward, bring arm in to body.
4 rotations foot, bring foot in, end on toe touching floor. =shy
HEAD WARM UP,
8 counts R, front, L, front
8 counts L, front, R, front
then add taking small steps forward 8, back 8
TIPPING HEAD
8 counts R, center, L, center
8 counts L,center, R, center
JAUNTY WALK
7 counts start on right foot, feet turned out,
Hold on 3th count
Step back with left foot, 7 counts back
Hold on 3th count.
Again, tipping head the same direction as the feet.

NODDING HEAD
8 counts forward, center, back, center
8 counts back, center, forward, center
add in plies and straight, with facial expression "what is that? Look at it go"
JUMPS
1- jump, land feet apart, knees bent
2- draw feet together by sliding along floor
QUARTER TURNS
1- jump quarter to R
2- draw legs to geter
3- jump to back
4- draw legs together
5- jump to L draw
6- legs together
7- jump front
8- legs togther.
Again, this time
1- jump quarter to R
2- turn to back as you draw feet together
3- jump quarter to L
4- turn to front as you draw your feet together
5- jump half circle to back
6- turn to front as you bring feet together
7- jump full tum, (face front
8- hold pose
FREE QUARTER JUMPS
Jump as a reaction to people or sounds- divide into small groups
Haunted house
Scaring kids
Squishing frogs
Jumping puddles
DIRECTIONAL LUNGES
Lunge to all 8 positions, return on off beat (1 & 2& etc.) Torso front
1- R
2- R
3- R
4- R
5- L (straight back
6, 7, 8,R

RANDOM LUNGES
Leader calls out a number to lunge to.
THE LANTERN
1. Sway to 3
2. Sway to 7
3. Sway to 2, step on right foot
4. Sway to 6, step back on left foot
5. Sway to 4, step back on right foot
6. Sway to 8, step forward on left foot
7. sway to 3, on right foot
8. sway to 7 on left
THE LANTERN FIGURE 8
1, 2, 3 steps clockwise R L R, 4 draw left foot closed, don't put weight on it
1, 2, 3 steps clockwise LRL, 4 draw right foot closed
Run the two lantern exercises back to back.
RIBCAGE DRILLS
Side to side- arms at sides, don't move anything else
Front and Back- arms at sides.
Circles, both clockwise and counter clockwise.
HIP ISOLATIONS
Side to side
Front to back
quarter front, R, back, L.
Quarter front, L, Back, R
Circle, both ways.
LEANS
Lean from waist, to all directions, clockwise and counter.
TAPIS WALK
Start SL, face front, torso face dir. 3.
Feet straight to 3, knees tied together, small steps, heel hits first.
1/ 2345678 walk facing the way you're going (3)

2/234 face audience
5678 face your direction
3/2 audience
34 your direction
5 audience, 6 turn
7 audience, 8 turn
4/ 8 tapis exit

I.rnaginary Invalid
Production photos

Richland High School
NovelJJber 13, 2004
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Come and say HI to the cast
after the show on the right

side of the auditorium!
BNJOY 'l'HB SHOW!

7ranslated by Jl,tildred (../}farmur
(i)irected by (])awn Schoeppin

!Nuoember 11, 12 & 13 2004
at 7:30pm in the
~} ~ichlatul 2l~school ~torium
)
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De lmafJIRaP}? IRvaHtl
b}1MODBP8

/lei 1

Scene I: Argan tells Anuelique of her arr(mged marriage
Scene 2: Beline and M. B01111foy plot against Argan

IR'8Pl11de 1
(Polichincllc, old women, Night Watch)

/leta
Scene I: Clcantc comes to visit Angelique
Scene 2: M. Via/oin,s and Thomas come to visit
Scene 3: UJUison tells A~qan aboul Angelique and Cleante

hltBP/ildB 2
(Gypsies, Polichinelle, Night watch)

/lets
Scene I: Bcraklc lrys lo convinvc A(qcm he is not sick
Scene 2: M. Purgon threcJlens i\(qan
Scene 3: Argan's "death"

IR'8Pllld8 S
("Doc.1ors", l\rgan)

APdan.................................
EoviR HaPPis
f()flle~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~J? l'iaPqllitt
~Illle••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I,oslle ~e>I~
ARdeliqne..............Rebecca AndePse>n
~ms()n ................SamBRtha IiPickson
~itill~e•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••ltl.ellssa ~lleen
Gleanto................................SillR f DPD8P
M()nsieDP Diaf()iPns.......dohn Badadfto
11le>mas DiafolPus........dobn bevesqne
MonsleUP Pmtdon......dason RelubBPclt
MonsleUP fleDPaRt. ......de>sb St.aof8Ucl
MonsieUP BonnefoJ2.....Mason foPs)?th .
PoUcbiReDe....................Stephen Ba1Pcl
Nldht watch/GJ?ps,i......f Pavis GaPIBRcl
GJ,?ps,i...............................l,anPen Smith
GJ,?ps)2/UuclePsmcl,i........Medan GlffoPcl
'IJ11fle1.1st;ir<k,i••••••••••••••••••••••lll'J?flll (;()ttlfl1?

Da•• I ell o •pm.: Mrs Sc:bocp_llin is happy 10 be al Richland High School for her 5th year as the Drama Depertment Advisor. In
addition to JnXlucing and direc;ting 12 produaions here ai Riclvand Higll-School, she bas JllllicipB!l:d, both on smge and oft; in lllllllY
plays at CBC, RichlendPlaycrs, Goozaga Univmil)', and'Eas\em Washingt0n University. She bas a bachelor's deg= with a-double
major in Theater Alls and English from~ University, and a tea.,hing endoBment in Dfama libm E851!:m Washington
Onivmity. She is amently "'llOOll8 on her master's Degree in Theater Production from Cemn!J Washinglon University. This
poduaion is berculminatiog.project for the degl1:e.
G,e ti f PJ 111 llll II: Mr. FrybliJ,g teaclies choir and musical lhcmer al RHS. He has a Masters in Choral Conducting tiom Central
WashinSJ.on University, where be also studied theater..As a performer, he played the role of Bernardo in CWU's production of West
Side SW!)'. He has bcco involved in Leavcuwonh Swnme:rThcall:r Jll9(!uctioos over the past two summers; roles included Fagin in
Oliver, WIii in OklJmoma!, Tommy in Annie Oct Your Gun. mJPharooh in Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Drcamcolll.
Previous experiences 81 Shelton High School include Dim:tor for productions of Grease, Seven Brides For Seven Brothers, The Secret
va,;tlen, and Fiddler on the Roof: He bas been Musical Dim:tor foqiroductions of West Side Story, Into the Woods, and Little Shop of

DIPect()P...............................................DaBD ScltoopfllD
Music DIPecto,........................................G,etJ fF!?kllud
Music Gompose,.....................KPlslilu GoPCloa GeoPf.!e
l,!?Plcs....................................._ ...........MII4Ped Mal'IRUP
11.sslstaot DIPectoP............................11.ustlu Ref}IDlbal
Staf.le MaoofJeP...........................................Madflle GBII
11.sslstaot Stade Maoaf}8P...................B8tlt GaUpPlslil
RelteBPSal Stat.le Muade,.......................Nlc Gaillllau
House Maoaf}e,...........................................Galeb Gi11'Il
Posto, & PFof}Pftllt clesfJmeP....................Eewln Hams

Horro!s.

• Plalla GoPO oa Geo•tl •1 Ms. Geoqje is a Gonzaga University Graduate with a Bachelor's degree in Music, with an empasis
in Vofc:c/Composition She lives in Boulder, Colorado, where she t.eaclles voice and piano, din:c:t.s achun:hdloir, and Mites music.

Sewta Ba, , ta: Kevin is a senior this year and plays the pan ofArgan in this production. This ishissixth play 111,RHS Md he
hopes to continue with drama after High School. ln his spire lime ~ n enjoys drawu)8 and s~ng time with his limiily, cspecil!lly
bis niea=-aod nephew.
liHile Wolfe: Lcslie-isajuniortbis year and has paiticipa!Cd in rnaey plays ai RHS and also in the comrmmity. She loves drama,
singing and especially spending time with her mends. She would like to thank her family, friends and God.
i.a1 Ka,4ala: Amy isascnior and this is ber9th production al RHS. She plays the part ofToine"e the maid in this show. She
plalls 10 study spoils medfcine and acting 81 college.
lhbec:c:a :l.a4eHoa: Reoecx:a isascaiorthisycarandis involved with Chamber choir. She is also the Drama club president,
meads CBC and also participmcs in aaiviti~ 81 her chun:h. ~bceca hopes everyone enjays the show.
lea !uae,: SamTWDer is a fieshman-and this is his first liigh school play. He loves acting, reading, and playing the violin.
A ell••• Qa eea: Melissa is a senior and mis is her first play al RHS. Previously, she has pezfonned with the musical theater class
and played tlu!e in last year's "Guys and Dolls~ pit orchestra. After this year she plans ID aneod college where she will study English
and Russian.
&,lclieoa: Samantlia bas been in several plays BIRHS including Don Quixote, Bye Bye Birdie, Guys and Dolls,
and M" A•s"H. She is also involved in the Jazz-and Climnbcrchoirs..
I oii B • f • 11 llo: John is a senior and will be-ponraying Monsieur Dlafoirus in this production. This is his 6th RHS ~ucnan
and 10th ~
. He will~ attending the University ofldaho 10.srudy theater and history.
loll• loe•n•••: John is a junior and has been in several producti011Sa1 RHS. Most recently he portrnyed Walter Waldowski in
M" A"S"R. He is now-portraying Thomas Diafaru:s.
laeoa Relalller4t: Jason is a junior andhas pmticipated in productions heie al RHS. He plays Monsieur Purgon in this
production. Ja:;on is also a member oftlle school new.;papcr "The Sandstonn".
loell lUaaflel~: Josh isajuniorlhis·year and"The lm28inaiY Invalid" is his sixth play Bl RHS. He plays the part ofMon.sreur
Fleurant, the apotheauy in !his production. He enjoys the SO's in general and is very excited for this years musical ''Little Shop of
Honors".
&kpllea Ba1P4: Stephen is a junior this yeanmd ''The l~
Invalid" is his 3!d RHS play. He started performing skits at
SCOUIC801P aDd still loves being oo S12ge. He enjoys ml.LSic of;ill lllllUfC
•
BPJH Go,Je1: this is Biyan Coitey's scamdp!ay mRHS. l:le pmtrayed Spearchucker Jones in last years production of
.M" A•s'R He is very excited t0 be iDVOlved in another play Bl RHS and especially enjays spending time with the other actors.
Re~•• Gtlfo,4: Megan'is aj11111arthis-year. She participaied in the Musical theater class las! year and this is her first play al
RHS. She bas enjoyed her pan as agypsy in this prtiduc!J.on and ''prancing" about on stage.
G·. -,Jaa4: Tmvis is·asopbomoleand this is liis 6rst playal.RHS. He also acted as Bug;y Malone in 7th gJ:ade and Naihan
Detroit in 8th. He also plays the guitar.
He is the eldest of six brothers and sisters. Travis hopes everyone enjays the production and oould like ID thank his liunily and friends

Mukeap: IHepltaDle Ebdoll (clel) Racllsl Dlclml&.Oll, Alellila Davi&,
SlulJ!IB Mckee,R8118e Sclllleba. daaeDe BmluaeJ'&woat.

Salle dosDR.Met10 Glffo~

l••••H••

'f•••l•

for support.

aaao• fon1tll: Mason is ajlmiorthis year and has been in several otherRHS plays. He plays Monsieur Bormefoy in this
production.

l,1tuea l•ltll: .l.ai=n is a sophomore and this is her 4th play she has been in at RHS. She has enjoyed spending time with her
fellow actors and ,muld like to ihank.fiiends and the support of her family.

Poops: Au ZblululJiscJd84 (cldel), MeQaa Gllfol'4. Alu &weaseu,
BeUI Galap.t&tt. Aqsti11 Mcpllarioa. Nol'& JtnllCW'.lt

Kevlu HBPPI&
Go&tmlle&: Go&tmlle& bJ! No,co&lco, Slua)?la Mckee (clllet),
'lllclol'la Bowler, 881b Gellpn&lil, Robe& hr Hellf-doau

)
)

PnbDctq; Eevm B81'Pls (chief). Arm ZbiuRencldecl.
Aiu &118118811. ll8tll Gallpmll. Saa lflll'lle,
88': Dav14 B0cleno1t (cld~, Nie Gallllum. Alu 8wmuma. dacker G,ook,
Nick 1,owel'I. Game QaalltebN. cJa&lca Weick
Becca All4enoa.

S""811 QuQ,:~t.idnlle 81'111$ (1&, \TloDa) EaUee Youd (2114 \Tlolhl)
·
deaD8'te bill» (Viola) Mlll'I Hnbbe(Gello)

Rmudull G,ew: 881b Galapflstl. Alex 81f81UH)U. daclleJl GPOOk,
No,a lhmcaa. Ans~II McPlt81'SOQ, El'llta Boll.
Dav14 Heu4enou, AaPOR Wlckenham,

Welcome to our fall producn.on. This play is quite special to
me because it is the cultnination of my work toward a
Master's degree from Central Washington University. I chose
this particular production because it was Moliere's last. In the
last few years of lus life, he became ill with turberculosis.
Doctors of the time could do nothing for him, and he
become more and more frustrated with their useless medical
remedies. The play satirizes the more incompetent doctors of
the time, and puts forth Moliere's own philosophy about
health and healing. Ironically, Moliere himself played the lead
role of Argan, the hypochondriac. The Imaginary Invalid was
one-of Moliere's most successful productions, but it was
performed only four times with the original cast On the day
of the fourth performance, Moliere was very ill His mends
urged him to cancel the production and stay home to rest,
but he would have none of it "What would become of the
other actors and theater workers who depend on this
performance to earn their daily bread?" he asked them. In
the true sprite of the most committed actors, he knew the
sh9w must go on. During the final scene, as Argan is being
sworn in as a doctor, Moliere started coughing up blood. He
made it to the end of the show, and went back to his home,
where he died later that night
We have worked very hard to create a play that stays
true to the original. This particular translation is unique
because it contains the musical interludes that audiences in
Moliere's ti:rtle enjoyed Composer Kristin Gordon George
created original music especially for this produetien. Thank
you for supporting our efforts and attending our production
this evening.

Phillip & Terry Harris
Dan Schoepflin
Jim Zimmerschied
Abadan Copiers
Acadamy of Children's Theater
Jim Heckel of Herff-Jones for loaning us robes
Don Gordon for the beautiful work on the bed
posts
Ken and Kathy Anderson
\Yes Van Tassel
Greg Fryhling
Carma Kimball
Evan Painter and his family
Allen Eve
Kristin George
Ken Fletcer
Jeff 1bomason
Richland Light Opera
Nie Callihan
Marlys McDermott
All the parents for their support

Please turn off all cell phones
and beepers during the pertormance.
And no flash photography.
Thank You!
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High schools hit the stage
Southridge, Richland and Hanford plays open today
By Alyssa Jocson
Herald staff writer
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Stage: Student musicians

• News clerk Alyssa Jocson is a
senior at Hanford High School. She
can be reached at 582-1515 or via
e-mail at intern@tri-cityherald.com.
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